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Abstract

The thesis advanced by this dissertation is that convex sets of probability distributions

provide a powerful representational framework for decision making activities in Robotics

and Arti�cial Intelligence. The primary contribution of this dissertation is the devel-

opment of algorithms for inference and estimation in two domains. The �rst domain is

robustness analysis for graphical models of inference. Novel results are developed for

models that represent perturbations in Bayesian networks by convex sets of probability

distributions. The dissertation reports on a system, called JavaBayes, that uniformly

handles standard probability distributions and convex sets of probability distributions.

This system is publicly available and has been used for teaching and research throughout

the world. The second domain explored in this dissertation is outdoor visual position

estimation for mobile robots. A novel algorithm for visual position estimation is derived

in the context of remote driving for mobile robots in open, natural environments. This

algorithm has been implemented in the Viper system, and �eld tested in a variety of

environments, displaying accuracy and functionality levels that surpass previous work.
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Notation

Symbols below are ordered in alphabetical order, except related symbols that are grouped

together: A, B, C (sets, events); A, B, C, D (matrices); f , g, h (real-valued functions);

p, r, q (probability distributions); x, y, z (Cartesian coordinates that de�ne the center of

a robot); X, Y , Z, W (variables or nodes in a graph); ~X, ~Y , ~Z, ~W , ~S (sets of variables);

�, �, , �, �, � (real-valued constants).

Roman letters.

A, B, C: sets, events.

A, B, C, D: matrices.

b: bucket in the elimination algorithm.

Bel: belief function.

c: pointer for maximizing variables in a bucket.

d: decision (a function selected by a decision maker).

e(�): evaluation function for the position estimate �.

E: evidence.

Ep: expectation.
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NOTATION

Ep[�jA]: conditional expectation given A.

Ep[�jX]: conditional expectation given X.

E, E: lower and upper expectation.

E [�jA], E [�jA]: lower and upper conditional expectation given A.

E [�jX], E [�jX]: lower and upper conditional expectation given X.

f , g, h: real-valued functions.

f(l): lth smallest value of f .

F : set of functions.

H: function used in the QEM algorithm.

K: closed convex set of distributions (credal set).

K(X): closed convex set of distributions p(X).

K(XjA): closed convex set of conditional distributions p(XjA).

K(XjY ): family of closed convex sets of conditional distributions p(XjY ).

l0, l00: lower and upper functions used to de�ne classes of distributions.

L: lower likelihood.

L: likelihood function used in the QEM algorithm.

m: number of vertices in a local credal set or basic mass assignment.

nd(X): variables that are nondescendants of X in a graph.

p, r, q: probability distributions.

pi, ri: conditional probability distributions in a Bayesian network.

xvi



p(�jA), r(�jA), q(�jA): conditional probability distributions given A.

p(�jX), r(�jX), q(�jX): conditional probability distributions given X.

p, p: lower and upper envelope.

p (�jA), p (�jA): lower and upper conditional envelope given A.

p (�jX), p (�jX): lower and upper conditional envelope given X.

R(�): region-based measure of quality for position estimate �.

s: image skyline.

s(�): skyline rendered from the position �.

pa(X): set of variables that are parents of X in a graph.

[pa(X)]k: the kth value of the parents of X.

Q: function used in the QEM algorithm.

U : upper likelihood.

v, v: lower and upper probability.

Vp: variance.

V , V : lower and upper variance.

x, y, z: Cartesian coordinates that de�ne the center of a robot.

X, Y , Z, W : variables or nodes in a graph.

X̂: set of values for variable X.

jX̂j: number of values for variable X.

X : set of subsets of X̂.

xvii



NOTATION

~X, ~Y , ~Z, ~W , ~S: sets of variables.

Xq: queried variable in a network.

Xij : the jth value for variable Xi (a scalar).

Greek letters.

�, �: real-valued constants or variables in linear fractional program.

, �, �, �: real-valued constants.

�: position (x; y) of the center of a robot.

�A(X): indicator function; equal to one if X 2 A; zero otherwise.

� : yaw angle.

�: standard deviation for skyline points.

�: states of nature or parameters in optimization problem.

�: set of parameters in optimization problem.

Symbols.

�: strict preference between two functions.

�: preference between two functions.

�A: conditional preference between two functions.

r: gradient.

xviii



Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate the computational feasibility of inference

and estimation with convex sets of probability distributions, focusing on applications in

Robotics and Arti�cial Intelligence.

My thesis is that e�ective and useful algorithms for convex sets of distributions

can be developed by extending recent theoretical advances in Statistics and Arti�cial

Intelligence. This dissertation brings such advances to fruition.

I intend to prove my thesis by presenting a complete theory of decision making based

on convex sets of distributions, and by using this theory to explore two complementary

research projects. The �rst project is an investigation of graphical models of inference

associated with convex sets of distributions. The second project explores visual position

estimation for mobile robots in outdoor environments. Novel algorithms are derived

and analyzed for both tasks; all algorithms have been implemented and tested with real

data.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Dissertation overview

The starting point for this work is the realization that rational decision makers have lim-

itations. Standard decision theory addresses some of these limitations by assuming that

decision makers specify a single probability distribution with arbitrary precision [52].

Generalizations of standard decision theory have been a prominent �eld of research in

Arti�cial Intelligence [11, 61, 105, 128, 147, 152, 157].

This dissertation investigates convex sets of distributions as a realistic model for

rational decision makers. I adopt and update the Quasi-Bayesian theory advanced by

Giron and Rios [59]; in the Quasi-Bayesian framework, preferences are codi�ed through

a single utility function and a convex set of probability distributions.

I focus on robustness analysis as the key aspect of decision making that bene�ts

from the use of convex sets of distributions. In all projects reported in this dissertation,

the research goal is to produce bounds on expected values. The idea is that a convex

set of distributions represents a family of models that are deemed possible in a given

situation. The interval between the upper and lower bounds induced by a convex set of

distributions reects the quality of model and data; small intervals indicate robustness

to perturbations.

The words robust and robustness are frequently employed in connection to many

di�erent ideas. I use them to indicate that an estimation or decision procedure leads

to reasonably similar results as variations in a probabilistic model are considered. In

the literature, robustness is often associated with procedures that eliminate outliers, or

methods that work despite variations in input data; I do not consider these approaches

directly in this dissertation.

Two categories of uncertain reasoning are represented in this dissertation through

the selection of two challenging research projects. The projects are complementary in

the sense that the �rst is a more general, theoretical investigation, and the second is a

narrower, applied system. The �rst project deals with automated reasoning, the second

2



1.1. DISSERTATION OVERVIEW

deals with sensing and acting.

The �rst task is the calculation of bounds for posterior values in graphical models of

inference, when variables are associated with convex sets of distributions. I incorporate

irrelevance and independence into these models, present the �rst analysis of natural

extensions and global neighborhoods, and present several new properties of type-1 ex-

tensions. Bounds for posterior marginals, expected values, and variances are derived for

convex sets of distributions speci�ed either locally or globally. The main contribution is

the development of irrelevance and independence concepts for Quasi-Bayesian networks,

from theoretical results to practical algorithms.

The algorithms and techniques developed in this work form a complete suite of

tools for robustness analysis of Bayesian networks. I have implemented a system, called

JavaBayes which o�ers this functionality in a friendly format. The system is publicly

available and has been used for teaching and research throughout the world.

The second task is the estimation of position information for an outdoor mobile

robot, based on imagery collected by the robot. I have developed a technique for remote

driving of mobile robots, in which the position of the robot is automatically estimated

and displayed to the operator. The system performs the critical task of matching visual

information with map information.

I present a matching algorithm that acts in pose space by creating a Quasi-Bayesian

version of occupancy grids, such that estimates of position and robustness measures can

be produced with minimal computational requirements. This idea has been implemented

in the Viper system, and tested in a variety of environments, displaying accuracy and

functionality levels that surpass previous work.

The research described in this dissertation touches important decision making sce-

narios. I have developed results and built real systems, which have been tested and

used in real applications, and distributed to other researchers. Given the generality of

Quasi-Bayesian theory, other researchers can bene�t from the insights and contributions

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

presented in this dissertation.

1.2 Dissertation roadmap

Chapter 2 presents a concise and complete exposition of Quasi-Bayesian theory. The

objective is to introduce irrelevance and independence relations into the original the-

ory formulated by Giron and Rios. This construction of the theory is important for

the developments in the dissertation, particularly for results concerning Quasi-Bayesian

networks. Chapter 3 reviews algorithms for inferences with convex sets of distributions;

a novel derivation for the most important algorithms is presented, based on the concept

of fractional linear programming.

Chapters 4 through 7 describe the main contributions of this dissertation.

Chapter 4 begins with the fundamental concepts in standard probabilistic networks

and their extensions to convex sets of distributions. Chapter 5 presents algorithms

for the most important classes of Quasi-Bayesian graphical models of inference, and

describes examples and the JavaBayes system.

Chapter 6 presents the rationale for my approach to visual position estimation.

Chapter 7 describes the Viper system and reports on results obtained with the system.

Chapter 8 summarizes the main accomplishments of this work and sketches future

directions for research.

Each chapter, except the concluding one, starts with a brief introduction, which

indicates the main ideas to be explored and highlights the main contributions reported

in the chapter. A \roadmap" section follows the introduction, describing the chapter

organization. Motivation for the research topic, important de�nitions and relevant pre-

vious work are then discussed. For Chapters 5 and 7, implementations and tests are

then described. Each chapter, except the concluding one, ends with a brief discussion.

4



Chapter 2

Quasi-Bayesian Theory

This chapter introduces Quasi-Bayesian theory. I present the contents of this chapter

as a concise theory of decision making, tailored to Arti�cial Intelligence purposes. I

focus on models with �nite number of states and constraints, which are relevant to the

present work.

The theory presented here is more complete than the original one proposed by Giron

and Rios [59], because it deals with the concepts of irrelevance, independence and con-

ditional independence. The derivation of main results ows from preferences to lower

expectations and then to convex sets of distributions; in this process, the equivalence of

Giron and Rios' axioms and Walley's almost-preference axioms is proved.

2.1 Chapter roadmap

Section 2.2 classi�es and reviews several modi�cations to Bayesian theory, providing

background and discussing related work. An overview of Quasi-Bayesian theory is pre-

sented in Section 2.3.

5



CHAPTER 2. QUASI-BAYESIAN THEORY

Section 2.4 presents a derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory, including irrelevance and

independence relations. Some technical aspects of Quasi-Bayesian theory are presented

in Sections 2.5 (lower and upper values) and 2.6 (decision making).

2.2 Relaxing Bayesian theory

One of the most successful theories of decision making is Bayesian theory [11, 44, 52,

133]. Consider a �nite set of states f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng. A decision is a function f that

assigns a utility value for each �. The idea is that, if decision f is selected and state �

obtains, the decision maker receives the utility value of f(�).

Bayesian theory postulates that a decision f is evaluated through its expected value

Ep[f ] with respect to a single probability distribution p(�):

Ep[f ] =
X
j

f(�j)p(�j): (2.1)

In the real world we can rarely meet all the assumptions of a Bayesian model. First,

we have to face imperfections in a decision maker's beliefs, because the decision maker

lacks the time, resources, patience, or con�dence to provide exact probability values.

Second, we may deal with a group of disagreeing experts, each specifying a particular

distribution [105]. Third, one may be interested in abstracting away parts of a model

and assessing the e�ects of this abstraction [28, 65].

There are two types of models that violate the Bayesian model:

Resource-bounded decision makers. The �rst type of model imposes constraints

on the decision maker. For example, the decision maker may have to pay for com-

puting probabilities or expectations [61, 97, 114, 144], or the decision maker may

have limited resources such as memory [53, 74, 75]. The term bounded rationality

was coined by H. Simon to represent this situation [156, 158]. Simon proposed

6



2.3. OVERVIEW OF QUASI-BAYESIAN THEORY

that heuristic knowledge is the best way to cope with boundedness [159, 157].

Recently, researchers have tried to apply standard decision theory to the task of

evaluating the cost of deliberation [71, 79, 132, 135, 137, 142].

Imperfect decision makers. The second type of model relaxes the requirements of

Bayesian theory; decision makers are imperfect because they do not comply with

all Bayesian requirements [14, 26, 55, 66, 105, 147, 154, 160]. For example, one may

adopt interval-valued representations of uncertainty [17, 128], or belief functions

as in Dempster-Shafer theory [39, 152]. Complaints about the excessive degree of

detail demanded by the elicitation of a single probability distribution have been

common in Arti�cial Intelligence and Robotics (Cheeseman [25] discusses most of

these criticisms).

Work reported in this dissertation focuses on imperfect decision makers. Fundamen-

tally, imperfect rationality gives additional freedom to a decision maker, while bounded

rationality subtracts some of the usual freedom by imposing extra costs. Whereas

bounded rationality focuses on computational gains, imperfect rationality focuses on

realistic and exible decision processes.

2.3 Overview of Quasi-Bayesian theory

Bayesian decision makers can make an ordering for all possible decisions using expected

values; decisions are always comparable through expected utility. A natural relaxation

is to consider partial orderings of decisions and investigate the consequences of this

assumption.

Quasi-Bayesian theory is a generalization of Bayesian theory that starts from a par-

tial order of preferences. The theory is based on a small set of axioms that de�ne

properties for a partial order of preferences. Preference patterns satisfying these axioms

7



CHAPTER 2. QUASI-BAYESIAN THEORY

can be represented by a closed convex set of distributions and a single utility function.1

Credal sets A closed convex set of distributions is called a credal set. To simplify

terminology, the term credal set refers only to a set of distributions containing more

than one element. The credal set for a variable X is denoted by K(X). If a set of

variables ~X is considered, then a closed convex set of joint distributions for ~X is called

the joint credal set for ~X and denoted K( ~X). A decision maker is not required to select

or use a single distribution in a credal set; there is complete freedom of choice here.

Many classes of credal sets have been considered in the literature; Appendix B

contains a brief description of the classes that are relevant to this dissertation.

Lower and upper values The main practical consequence of the Quasi-Bayesian

model is that every event is associated with a probability interval, and every deci-

sion is associated with an expected utility interval (Section 2.5).2 For an event A, the

lower envelope of A is de�ned as minp2K p(A); the upper envelope of A is de�ned as

maxp2K p(A). For a function f , the lower expectation of f is de�ned as minp2K Ep[f ];

the upper expectation of f is de�ned as maxp2K Ep[f ].

Conditionalization Inference is performed by applying Bayes rule to each distribu-

tion in a joint credal set; the posterior credal set is the convex hull of all such posterior

distributions. The vertices of the posterior credal set are obtained by applying Bayes

rule to all vertices of the joint credal set [179].

Conditional credal sets can be de�ned for arbitrary variables. Consider a variable Y

with a set of values Ŷ , and denote by Y the set of all subsets of Ŷ . For any event A in

1A convex set of distributions is a collection of functions such that, if all distributions pi belong to

the set, then the distribution
P

i
�ipi belongs to the set (where all �i are positive and

P
�i = 1).

2An informal introduction to technical aspects of Quasi-Bayesian theory, with a larger list of ref-

erences, can be found in the world-wide-web at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~fgcozman/qBayes.html, or

obtained in printed form as a technical report [33].

8



2.4. A DERIVATION OF QUASI-BAYESIAN THEORY

Y, take the conditional credal set K(XjA) for a variable X. The conditional credal set

for X given Y , K(XjY ), is the collection of all such K(XjA).

Irrelevance and independence Giron and Rios do not discuss independence rela-

tions in their formulation; I adopt Walley's de�nition of independence, which is based

on the concept of irrelevance [179]. Variable Y is irrelevant to variable X when the sets

K(XjY ) and K(X) contain the same functions. Variables X and Y are independent

when X is irrelevant to Y and vice-versa.

Theories of convex sets of distributions The ideas behind Quasi-Bayesian theory

have been advocated by a number of authors, notably by Levi [105] and Walley [179].

The most general theory for �nite spaces is due to Seidenfeld et al. [148], who provide

a complete axiomatization for sets of probabilities and utilities. I follow Giron and

Rios' approach because it is su�cient for the purposes of this dissertation and it is the

simplest theory available. I believe that the current level of understanding in Arti�cial

Intelligence requires simplicity at the expense of elegance and generality; future research

must consider the implications of sets of utilities.

A number of technically di�erent axiomatizations for sets of distributions are avail-

able in di�erent �elds. Some examples are the theories of inner/outer measures [61, 67,

140, 166], Choquet capacities and lower probability, [17, 29, 51, 80, 64, 160]), Dempster-

Shafer belief and plausibility functions [140, 151].

2.4 A derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory

This section presents a complete derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory. All the relevant

concepts are summarized in Section 2.3; the purpose of this section is to present results

that are necessary in the remainder of this dissertation.

9
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The strategy here is to start from an axiomatization of preferences, derive lower ex-

pectations and then obtain convex sets of distributions. Most of the derivation follows

results in Giron and Rios' original article [59] and Walley's book [179]. The presentation

is more complete than Giron and Rios' (they do not discuss expectations nor indepen-

dence relations) and more intuitive than Walley's (he starts from lower expectations in

very general spaces, and his basic coherence axioms are harder to motivate than Giron

and Rios' preference axioms).

Five theorems are stated in this following derivation. Theorem 1 proves the equiv-

alence of Giron and Rios' approach and Walley's almost-equivalence axioms; this point

was left open by Walley [179, Note 3.7.7]. Theorem 2 is the basic theorem of Quasi-

Bayesian theory; because Giron and Rios did not publish proofs for their theorems,

Appendix A.2 contains a proof for Theorem 2 and several results leading to it. Theorem

3 presents a derivation of Walley's generalized Bayes rule in terms of Giron and Rios'

axioms. Finally, Theorems 4 and 5 are fundamental results that come directly from

Walley's book, and are reproduced without proof.

2.4.1 Conventions

Functions are denoted by f; g; h; : : : (possibly subscripted). Variables are denoted by

X;Y;Z; : : : (possibly subscripted), and have a �nite number of values. The set of values

for variable X is denoted X̂ , and the set of all subsets of X̂ is denoted X . Sets and

events are denoted A;B;C; : : : (possibly subscripted).

Functions are real-valued, de�ned over a �nite universe f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng, and form

a linear space. The indicator function for event A, denoted by �A(X), is equal to 1

if X 2 A and 0 otherwise. Constant functions, indicator functions and all necessary

convex combinations of functions are included in the space of functions. The notation

f > g indicates that f(�) > g(�) for all �; the notation f � g indicates that f(�) � g(�)

for all �.

10
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2.4.2 Preferences

Quasi-Bayesian theory, like Bayesian theory, assumes the existence of a utility function.

A decision is a function f that assigns a utility value for each possible state of the world.

The key problem is how to compare decisions: a preference pattern must be de�ned so

that the decision maker can compare functions.

The following axioms are valid for a preference relation � de�ned for pairs of func-

tions. The statement f � g means f is at least as preferred as g. To simplify notation,

de�ne the strict preference relation � by: f � g if and only if f � g and not g � f .

Giron and Rios' axioms are [59]:

1. If f � g and g � h then f � h. [transitivity]

2. If f > g then f � g. [dominance]

3. For � 2 (0; 1], f � g if and only if �f + (1 � �)h � �g + (1 � �)h. [convex

combination]

4. If a sequence of functions fi converges to f and g � fi � h for all i, then g � f � h.

[convergence]

These axioms are similar to axioms proposed by Walley [179, Section 3.7.6]; Walley

indicates that his axioms are \apparently equivalent" to Giron and Rios' axioms [179,

Note 3.7.7]. The following theorem proves the equivalence of the two systems.

Theorem 1. Giron and Rios' axioms are equivalent to the following axioms:

1. If f = �1 and g = 0, it is not the case that f � g. [sure gain]

2. If f � g and g � h then f � h. [transitivity]

3. If f � g then f � g. [monotonicity]

11
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4. If f � g and � > 0 then �f � �g. [positive homogeneity]

5. If f + � � g for all � > 0 then f � g. [continuity]

6. f � g if and only if f � g � 0. [cancellation]

Proof. Appendix A.1.

2.4.3 Lower expectations

To investigate the consequences of the axioms, de�ne a functional E [f ], which represents

the highest constant value � such that f is preferred to �:

E [f ] = max
�

[f � �] : (2.2)

Call this functional the lower expectation of function f . The lower expectation of a

function is a \price" that the decision maker is willing to \pay" for f .

Lower expectations have the following properties (Theorem 10 in Appendix A.2):

1. E [f ] � inf f .

2. E [�f ] = �E [f ] for � > 0. [positive homogeneity]

3. E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g]. [super-additivity]

Lower expectations have a direct correspondence to preference patterns; the way to

move from one representation to another is to use the following relationship (Theorem

11 in Appendix A.2):

f � g if and only if E [f � g] � 0: (2.3)

The important point is that the three properties above de�ne all functionals that are

lower expectations. All such functionals can be derived from Giron and Rios' preference

12
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axioms through Expression (2.3); conversely, all such functionals produce preferences

satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms through Expression (2.3) (Theorem 12 in Appendix

A.2).

2.4.4 Convex sets of distributions

The representation of preference patterns by lower expectation demands speci�cation

of a numeric value for every function of interest. A more compact representation is in

terms of convex sets of distributions.

Call Ep[f ] =
P

j f(�j)p(�j) the expectation of f with respect to distribution p (Ex-

pression 2.1). An expectation Ep dominates a lower expectation E if Ep[f ] � E [f ] for

all f .

Consider the following de�nitions:

� For a lower expectation E, the set K of all dominating distributions:

K = fp(�) : E [f ] � Ep[f ] for all fg :

� For a closed convex set of distributions K, the dominated functional E0:

E0[f ] = min
p2K

Ep[f ] (2.4)

� For alower expectation E, calculate the set of dominating distributions K for E,

and then calculate the dominated functional E0 for K. If E0 is equal to E, then

E is represented by its set of dominating distributions K [80].

A fundamental result about lower expectations is that a functional E is a lower

expectation if and only if it is represented by its set K of dominating distributions

(Theorem 13 in Appendix A.2).

This result leads to the basic theorem of Quasi-Bayesian theory [59, theorem 3.2].
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Theorem 2. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, there is a

closed and convex set of probability distributions K such that:

f � g , Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for every p 2 K:

Proof. Appendix A.2.

2.4.5 Conditional preferences

For any event A, the expression f �A g means f is at least as preferred as g when event

A obtains. The purpose of this section is to formalize this concept.

For any function f , de�ne the auxiliary function fA:

fA(�i) =

8<
: f(�j) if �j 2 A;

� if �j 62 A;

where � is an arbitrary constant. Using indicator functions, fA can be written as

�Af + (1� �A)�.

Giron and Rios take the conditional preference f �A g to mean that fA � gA. The

idea is that comparisons among decisions given A should only focus on the preferences

restricted to states in A.

Given this interpretation of conditional preferences, it is possible to de�ne conditional

lower expectations using an analogue of Expression (2.2).

If E [�A] > 0, de�ne the conditional lower expectations given A:

E [f jA] = max
�

h
f �A �

i
: (2.5)

If E [�A] = 0, the event A is called null. I adopt the convention that the preference

pattern �A for a null event A is vacuous; when A is null, E [f jA] = inf(f).
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The functionals E [f jA] and E [f ] are closely related by the generalized Bayes rule

(�rst proposed by Walley [179, Section 6.4.1]). The rule is expressed through an equa-

tion:

Theorem 3. For a non-null event A, E [f jA] is the value of � that is the only solution

of the equation:

E [(f � �) �A] = 0: (2.6)

Proof. Appendix A.2.

From the previous theorem, the following important result can be derived [179,

Section 6.4.2]:

Theorem 4. For a non-null event A and for a lower expectation E with a set of dom-

inating distributions K:

E [f jA] = min
p2K

Ep[XjA];

where Ep[f jA] is the conditional expectation determined by Bayes rule:

Ep[f jA] =
Ep[�Af ]

Ep[�A]
:

For each function f , E [f jA] is attained at one of the extreme points of the set K.

Another important result deals with joint credal sets that are speci�ed through

marginal and conditional credal sets. Consider variables X and Y with sets of values X̂

and Ŷ , and take X and Y to be the sets of subsets of X̂ and Ŷ respectively. Suppose

a marginal credal set K(X) and conditional credal sets K(Y jX) are de�ned. Assume

that each credal set K(Y jX) is de�ned separately for each A 2 X : no constraint for

K(Y jA) involves any value for K(Y jA) for A 6= B.

For A 2 Y, de�ne the lower likelihood L(AjX) to be:

L(AjX) = min
p2K(Y jX)

p(AjX);
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and the upper likelihood U(AjX) to be:

U(AjX) = max
p2K(Y jX)

p(AjX):

The following result shows that the lower and upper likelihoods summarize all the

information in K(XjY ) [179, Section 8.5.3].

Theorem 5. Consider a function f(X) de�ned in X̂ and a non-null event A in Y.

There is a number � such that:

E [f jA] = min

 P
X f(X)p�(AjX)p(X)P

X p�(AjX)p(X)

!
; for p�(AjX) =

8<
: U(AjX) if f(X) < �;

L(AjX) if f(X) � �:

Conditionalization with credal sets can lead to a phenomenum called dilation [149],

where the prior probability bounds for an event are smaller than the posterior probability

bounds for the event, regardless of the conditioning event. I have not investigated

dilation phenomena in this dissertation, but a careful study of the conditions where

dilation happens in graphical models would be an important path for future work.

2.4.6 Independence relations

The concept of independence is fundamental in decision making. In Bayesian theory,

two variables X and Y are independent if P (XY ) = P (X)P (Y ) [134]. This de�nition

cannot be easily extended to Quasi-Bayesian theory; consider the following example.

Example 1. Take binary variables X and Y , and the credal sets:

p(X = 0) = 0:2�+ 0:8(1 � �); p(Y = 0) = 0:3� + 0:7(1 � �);

for �; � 2 [0; 1]. Now generate the set of all joint distributions such that p(XY ) =

p(X)p(Y ). This set is not convex.
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The di�culty is that this de�nition of independence would generate non-convex

sets of distributions, whereas preference patterns agreeing with Giron and Rios' axioms

cannot di�erentiate between a non-convex set and its convex hull. In Quasi-Bayesian

theory, any preference induced by a set of distributions is also induced by the convex

hull of that set. If the concept of independence were to introduce non-convex sets into

the theory, then the concept of independence would be a property added to Giron and

Rios' axioms. Preference patterns alone can never induce independent credal sets (in

the sense above).

One solution is to drop convexity and construct a theory that uses non-convex sets

of distributions (not preferences) as the starting point [99].

Another solution is to keep convexity, by stating that the joint credal set for two

independent variables X and Y is the convex hull of all distributions p(X)p(Y ). This

joint credal set is called the type-1 extension,3 as suggested by Walley [179, Section

9.4.5].

Type-1 extensions are direct generalizations of standard independence concepts, but

they are not based on constraints over preferences, lower expectations or credal sets.

The only justi�cation for type-1 extensions is their apparent similarity to standard joint

distributions. Despite this similarity, researchers have voiced concerns about type-1

extensions because not all distributions in a type-1 credal set have independent marginals

[10, 28, 37]; the next example shows this fact.

Example 2. Take the convex hull K of all joint distributions in Example 1. The fol-

lowing distribution is in K, but it does not have independent marginals:

p(X = 0; Y = 0) = 0:3864; p(X = 0; Y = 1) = 0:2456;

p(X = 1; Y = 0) = 0:2256; p(X = 1; Y = 1) = 0:1424:

I adopt Walley's de�nition of independence [179, Sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.3], which is

3This convention is called type-3 independence by Campos and Moral [37], who consider it the most

interesting independence concept for sets of distributions.
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based on conditional lower expectations and uses the concept of irrelevance. Variable Y

is irrelevant to variableX when E [f(X)jY ] = E [f(X)] for any function f(X). Variables

X and Y are independent when X is irrelevant to Y and vice-versa.

To develop a theory of convex sets of distributions, it is important to recast Walley's

de�nition using credal sets.

Consider two sets of variables X and Y and the credal sets K(X;Y ), K(X), K(Y ),

K(XjY ) and K(Y jX). Note that distributions in K(X) and K(XjY ) are de�ned over

the same algebra of events once Y is �xed; likewise, distributions in K(Y ) and K(Y jX)

are de�ned over the same algebra of events once X is �xed. Say that two credal sets are

equal if they contain the same functions.

Variable Y is irrelevant to X if K(X) is equal to K(XjY ) regardless of the value of

Y . Variables X and Y are independent if X is irrelevant to Y and Y is irrelevant to X.

This concept of independence does not imply that joint credal sets contain only joint

distributions with independent marginals; it does not even imply uniqueness for the joint

credal set. The next example, taken from Walley [179, Section 9.3.4], is the simplest

way to illustrate this fact.

Example 3. Suppose the credal sets for binary variables A and B contain all distri-

butions such that 0:4 � p(1) � 0:5. The largest set of joint distributions that have the

correct marginal distributions for A and the correct conditional distributions for B is

the convex hull of distributions in Table 2.1. But the convex hull of distributions (a)

and (b), or distributions (c) and (d), or distributions (a), (b), (c) and (d), also produces

correct marginal and conditional distributions.

Concepts of conditional irrelevance and independence can be de�ned from Walley's

basic de�nitions. Consider a collection of variables with a set of joint distributions K,

and three groups of variables in this collection, ~X, ~Y and ~Z. Say that ~Y is irrelevant

to ~X given ~Z if K( ~Xj ~Z) is equal to K( ~Xj~Y ; ~Z), regardless of the value of ~Z. Say that

~X is independent of ~Y given ~Z if ~X is irrelevant to ~Y given ~Z and ~Y is irrelevant to ~X
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Distribution p(A = 0; B = 0) p(A = 0; B = 1) p(A = 1; B = 0) p(A = 1; B = 1)

a 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

b 0.16 0.24 0.24 0.36

c 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

d 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

e 0:222222 0:222222 0:222222 0:333333

f 0:181818 0:272727 0:272727 0:272727

Table 2.1: Joint distributions for example 3.

given ~Z.

2.5 Lower and upper values

Suppose that instead of starting from a preference pattern, one speci�es a credal set K

directly. A credal set induces bounds on expected values and probabilities.

Theorem 13 in Appendix A.2 demonstrates that a unique lower expectation E can

be generated from K. It is also convenient to de�ne the upper expectation of a function

f as E [f ] = �E [�f ]. For any function f , the lower and upper expectations for f are:

E [f ] = min
p2K

Ep[f ]; E [f ] = max
p2K

Ep[f ]: (2.7)

For any event A, de�ne the lower and upper envelopes:

p (A) = min
p2K

p(A); p (A) = max
p2K

p(A): (2.8)

Upper envelopes can be obtained from lower envelopes, because p (A) = 1 � p (Ac) for

any event A. To obtain upper and lower envelopes from lower and upper expectations,

take the indicator function �A for any event A:

p (A) = E [�A] ; p (A) = E [�A] :
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A credal set always generates unique lower and upper envelopes, but a lower envelope

does not de�ne a unique credal set [179, Section 2.7]. The Quasi-Bayesian approach

sidesteps this di�culty by taking credal sets as basic entities.

For any variable X, the variance of X is Vp[X] = Ep[X2] � (Ep[X])2. Lower and

upper variances are de�ned [179]:

V [X] = min
p2K

Vp[X]; V [X] = max
p2K

Vp[X]:

2.6 Quasi-Bayesian decision making

In this dissertation I concentrate on inference and estimation, two activities that do

not involve considerations of expected utility. My main interest is to generate lower

and upper values for probabilities and expectations, and use those measures to compare

and select events. The work is a step toward a complete collection of algorithms for

Quasi-Bayesian decision making.

Quasi-Bayesian decision making di�ers from standard Bayesian decision making.

Because preferences are only partially ordered for a Quasi-Bayesian decision maker, not

all decisions are comparable through expected utility.

Example 4. Suppose a decision maker has three alternatives, d1 (go to the park), d2 (go

to the market) and d3 (stay home). There are two states of nature, �1 (rain) and �2 (no

rain). The decision maker has a credal set de�ned by p(�1) = �0:3+0:7(1��), � 2 [0; 1].

The utility function is given in Table 2.2. Note that for � = 0, E[d2] > E[d3] > E[d1];

for � = 1, E[d1] > E[d3] > E[d2].

There is considerable debate about how a Quasi-Bayesian decision maker actually

makes a decision. The most direct strategy is to �nd a best decision for each distribution

in the credal set, and leave the decision maker with a set of best decisions [17, 55, 61, 113].

There are several suggestions on how a single best decision should be selected by
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�1 (rain) �2 (no rain) E[di] for � = 0 E[di] for � = 1

d1 (park) -10 10 -4 4

d2 (market) 5 -4 2.3 -1.3

d3 (home) 0 0 0 0

Table 2.2: Utilities and expected utilities as a function of �.

a Quasi-Bayesian decision maker. The �rst strategy is to select a single distribution

from the credal and �nd the best decision for this particular distribution. One possible

choice is the maximum-entropy distribution [128, 127, 187]; another is the centroid of

the credal set [99].

Levi's approach is to consider only courses of action maximizing expected utility

for at least one distribution in the joint credal set [105, 106]. Levi provides additional

methods to select one decision on what he calls security considerations.

Another approach is to select a decision with maximum upper expected utility. This

approach has been advocated in the planning literature; it is appropriate when the upper

bound is guaranteed to be attained using secondary actions.

Finally, another approach is to select a decision with maximumlower expected utility.

This approach seems reasonable in the context of robustness analysis, and in fact variants

of it have been used in Robust Statistics [11, 80, 138].

Example 5. In example 4, d3 is never the best for any value of �, so it would never be

selected according to Levi, but d3 has maximum lower expected utility. d1 has maximum

upper expected utility.

It is generally assumed that Quasi-Bayesian decision making is at least as hard,

from a computational point of view, as Bayesian decision making. In work that is

not reported in this dissertation, I have analyzed a class of sequential decision making

problems that can be solved more e�ciently with a Quasi-Bayesian model than with a

Bayesian model [36].
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2.7 Discussion

As originally presented by Giron and Rios, Quasi-Bayesian theory displays an attractive

balance between generality and simplicity. But the theory is rather incomplete: Giron

and Rios did not explore independence relations, and provided almost no discussion of

conditionalization and decision making.

In this chapter, I updated the original Quasi-Bayesian theory, while preserving the

same balance between generality and simplicity. My main contribution is the adaptation

of Walley's irrelevance and independence concepts to Giron and Rios' preferences and

convex sets of distributions.

The derivation presented here ows from preferences to lower expectations, and then

to convex sets of distributions. This contrasts with other approaches where convex sets

of distributions are derived directly from preferences [105, 148]. The approach taken

here simpli�es the de�nition of conditional credal sets and the proofs of theorems, at

the expense of generality. Seidenfeld et al. have focused on a more general theory that

explores the properties of sets of distributions obtained directly from preferences [148].

The derivation presented two interesting results. First, Theorem 1 demonstrates

that Walley's almost-preference axioms are identical to Giron and Rios' axioms. Second,

Theorem 3 derives Walley's generalized Bayes rule directly from conditional preferences.

These results highlight the conceptual similarity betweenWalley's theory, which is based

on lower expectations, and Quasi-Bayesian theory, which is based on preferences.

Taken together, results in this chapter present a theory of decision making that is

simple and intuitive, and yet can handle the �nite models that are commonplace in

Arti�cial Intelligence.
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Chapter 3

Algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian

Inference

This chapter reviews and extends known algorithms for calculation of bounds for prob-

abilities and expectations in Quasi-Bayesian models. I describe several types of Quasi-

Bayesian inference and their relationship with linear and linear fractional programming;

I show how several well-known algorithms for convex sets of distributions can be recast

as linear fractional programs. Based on this insight, I present a novel algorithm for

calculation of posterior and upper expectations. The algorithm extends previous results

by dealing simultaneously with prior and conditional credal sets.

3.1 Chapter roadmap

Section 3.2 reviews algorithms in probabilistic logic and Robust Statistics, two �elds

that have active interest in convex sets of distributions.

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe several important algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian infer-

ences. Section 3.5 present algorithms based on linear fractional programming.
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3.2 Probabilistic logic and Robust Statistics

A Quasi-Bayesian model can be understood as a collection of constraints on probabil-

ity distributions. An inference is a calculation of probability, expectation, posterior

probability or posterior expectation. There are several algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian

inferences.

In probabilistic logic [128] and its variants [7, 42, 54, 47, 109, 175], the idea is to

start from linear constraints on the probability of a collection of propositions, and obtain

probability bounds through linear programming. Conditional and posterior constraints

can be handled to a limited extent [47, 110].

Most work in Bayesian Robust Statistics concentrates on a prior credal set K(�) cou-

pled with a conditional distribution p(Xj�) [11, 12, 85, 182]. The objective of Bayesian

Robust Statistics research is to compute the posterior credal set K(�jX) [12]. A number

of results are available in special but important cases, for example 2-monotone and in�-

nite monotone Choquet capacities (Appendixes B.1 and B.3). These credal sets admit

closed-form expressions for expectations and for posterior expectations given a single

measurement [67, 185] or sequences of measurements [27].

Only a few authors consider the case where that prior and conditional credal sets

are de�ned separately [103, 136, 179]. A solution for this problem is derived by linear

fractional programming methods in Section 3.5.

Regardless of the credal sets in question, posterior quantities can always be calcu-

lated by the generalized Bayes rule (Expression (2.6)). Walley has proposed an iterative

descent algorithm to obtain posterior quantities by calculating a series of upper expecta-

tions [180, page 17]. This idea is closely related to Lavine's bracketing algorithm (Section

3.3), the most well-known method for calculation of upper posterior expectations.
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3.3 Lavine's algorithm

Suppose we seek the posterior upper expectation for a function f conditional on eventA:

E [f jA] = max

"P
X f(X)p(X)P
X2A p(X)

#
; (3.1)

where the maximization is with respect to all the distributions in the joint credal set.

To simplify the presentation, only upper expectations are considered; lower expectations

can be obtained by similar computations.

Note that E [f jA] > � if and only if:

max

"X
X2A

(f(X) � �)p(X)

#
> 0: (3.2)

The idea of the bracketing algorithm is the following. Pick a real number � and check

whether E [f jA] is larger, smaller or equal to �, and respectively increase �, decrease �

or stop. Repeat this until the bracketing interval is small enough.

Expression (3.2) is equal to:

E [(f � �)�A] > 0;

Lavine's algorithm is simply a bracketing iteration based on the generalized Bayes rule

(Expression (2.6)).

Lavine's algorithm is a viable choice if the maximization in Expression (3.2) is simpler

than the nonlinear maximization in Expression (3.1). This happens for several special

models, such as density ratio classes (Appendix B.6) and 2-monotone Choquet capacities

(Section B.1). Apart from these special cases, Lavine's algorithm is advantageous when

a single conditional distribution p(Xj�) and a prior credal K(�) are speci�ed; in this

case each iteration of the algorithm (Expression 3.2) becomes a linear program.
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3.4 White-Snow algorithm

Despite its popularity, Lavine's algorithm is not the most e�cient way to obtain the

upper expectation for a function f when the number of values �i is �nite and:

� a single conditional distribution p(Xj�) is speci�ed and

� a prior credal K(�) is speci�ed through linear constraints:

A[p(�1) : : : p(�n)]
T � B;

where A and B are matrices of appropriate dimensions.

A more e�cient algorithm, developed by White [188] and improved by Snow [161]

should be used in these cases. This fact has not been reported before; the White-Snow

algorithm was developed in the context of expert systems and no connection to Lavine's

algorithm has been mentioned. The White-Snow algorithm is summarized below in

uniform notation.

De�ne:

� �i = p(�i) and �i = p(Xj�i);

� � is a vector with all �i and � is a vector with all �i;

� fi = f(�i);

� the matrix C = A�B1, where 1 is a row vector of ones;

� the matrix D = A� diag
h
��11 ; : : : ; ��1n

i
.

Suppose a measurement A is obtained. The calculation of the posterior upper ex-

pectation is:

E [f jA] = max
�

"P
i fi�i�iP
j �j�j

#
; (3.3)
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subject to:

C� � 0;
X
i

�i = 1; �i � 0:

White proposed the following change of variables [188]:

i =
�i�iP
j �j�j

;

which reduces the calculation of the posterior upper expectation to a linear program:

E [f jX] = max


"X
i

fii

#
;

subject to:

D � 0;
X
i

i = 1; i � 0:

To obtain the matrix D, all �i must be larger than zero. When �i = 0, set the

variable i to zero and discard it from the equations.

Snow has proved that the solution of this linear program produces the correct poste-

rior upper envelope [161]. Note that this solution is much better than Lavine's because

it is exact and does not require multiple iterations.

3.5 Linear fractional programming

The algorithms presented above were derived through special properties of upper expec-

tations. Both algorithms can be derived in a more direct and general way as algorithms

for linear fractional programming. This fact was �rst indicated by Paci�co et al. [130]

and independently in the context of Quasi-Bayesian networks [34]; other recent refer-

ences associate linear fractional programs to upper expectations [83, 111, 192], but none

connects linear fractional programming to previously known algorithms.
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Linear fractional programming studies the maximization of ratios of linear functions

[145]. Expression (3.3) de�nes a linear fractional program:

max
�

"P
i fi�i�iP
j �j�j

#
;

for given �i and fi, and �i subject to linear constraints.

There are two main algorithms for linear fractional programming [81]:

� Create a \parameterized" problem for a parameter �:

max
�

"X
i

(fi � �)�i�i

#
;

subject to the same constraints on the original problem, and search for the value

of � such that the maximum is zero. This method is variously called Dinkelbach or

Jagannatham algorithm, and dates back to the sixties [81]. Note that this method

is identical to Lavine's algorithm.

� Transform the problem by a change of variables:

0i =
�iP
j �j�j

;

which reduces the calculation of the posterior upper expectation to a linear pro-

gram:

max
0

"X
i

fi�i
0
i

#
;

subject to:

C0 � 0;
X
i

�i
0
i = 1; 0i � 0:

This is called the Charnes-Cooper method, and also dates back to the sixties [81].

Note that this method is essentially identical to the White-Snow algorithm; the

only di�erence is that i = 0i�i. The Charnes-Cooper method has the advantage

of automatically handling the case �i = 0.
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3.5.1 Posterior upper expectation for prior and conditional

credal sets

To illustrate the convenience of the linear fractional programming approach, consider a

situation where both prior and conditional credal sets, K(�) and K(Xj�) respectively,

are speci�ed. Assume that each K(Xj�) is separately speci�ed for each �i: constraints

for distributions in K(Xj�1) do not involve distributions in K(Xj�2) for �1 6= �2. I

present a direct, exact solution, which extends previous work by allowing for arbitrary

linear constraints over each K(Xj�).

A simpli�ed version of this problem, where an interval is associated with each value

of p(Xj�), is studied by Snow [162]; his method is used in the following derivation.

Approximate bounds for the same problem are provided by Salo [143] using di�erent

techniques. Walley presents closed-form solutions for another version of the problem

where both prior and conditional credal sets are de�ned by density bounded families

[180, page 18].

By theorem 5, the upper expectation is attained only by distributions that are equal

to U(Xj�i) or L(Xj�i) for each �i. Create two vectors, �0 and �00, with the same length

as �, and consider the following linear fractional program:

max
�0;�00

"
fiL(Xj�i)�0i + fiU(Xj�i)�00iP
j(L(Xj�j)�

0
j + U(Xj�j)�

00
j )

#
;

subject to:

C(�0 + �00) � 0;
X
i

(�0i + �00i ) = 1; �0i � 0; �00i � 0:

For each �i, the solution of the linear fractional program yields either �0i = 0 or �00i = 0.

This automatically selects the correct likelihood value. The Charnes-Cooper transfor-

mation can be applied to the problem above; the lower expectation is then obtained by

linear programming. The �nal algorithm is similar to the procedure derived by Snow

[162], but the derivation is shorter, simpler, more elegant and more general; another ad-
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vantage is that the �nal algorithm automatically handles situations where the likelihoods

are zero, while Snow has to consider a variety of special cases.

To illustrate the method, consider the following example (taken fromWhite's original

paper [188]):

Example 6. Consider a variable � with four states f�1; �2; �3; �4g, and the following

constraints on the marginal (prior) distribution of �:

2:5p(�1) � p(�4) � 2p(�1); 10p(�3) � p(�2) � 9p(�3); p(�2) = 5p(�4):

Suppose the following lower and upper likelihoods are given:

L(Xj�1) = 0:9, L(Xj�2) = 0:1125, L(Xj�3) = 0:05625, L(Xj�4) = 0:1125,

U(Xj�1) = 0:95, U(Xj�2) = 0:1357, U(Xj�3) = 0:1357, U(Xj�4) = 0:1357.

Consider the calculation of p (�1jX):

p (�1jX) = min
�0;�00

(�01 + �001) ;

where �0 and �00 are vectors with four elements, subject to:

� C[0:9�0 + 0:95�00] � 0, where the matrix C is:

C =

2
66666666666664

�2:5 0 0 1 �2:5 0 0 1

2 0 0 �1 2 0 0 �1

0 �1 0 5 0 �1 0 5

0 1 0 �5 0 1 0 �5

0 �1 9 0 0 �1 9 0

0 1 �10 0 0 1 �10 0

3
77777777777775
:

� [0:9; 0:1125; 0:0562; 0:1125]�0 + [0:95; 0:1357; 0:1357; 0:1357]�00 = 1,

� �0i � 0 and �00i � 0.
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The value p (�1jX) = 0:2881 is obtained by linear programming. The minimizing �0 is

[0:3201; 0; 0; 0] and the minimizing �00 is [0; 4:0013; 0:4446; 0:8003].

The bounds obtained through linear fractional programming are tight only if the

conditional credal sets are speci�ed separately for each value of �. White's original

example speci�ed the conditional distributions through linear inequalities:

p(Xj�2) = p(Xj�4); p(Xj�3) � p(Xj�2) � 2p(Xj�3);

7p(Xj�2) � p(Xj�1) � 8p(Xj�2); p(Xj�3) � 0:01; 0:9 � p(Xj�1) � 0:95:

In this case the bounds produced by linear fractional programming are not tight, because

theorem 5 does not apply.

3.5.2 Interval-valued prior and conditional distributions

A particular case that is important in Chapter 6 is the situation where the prior credal

set is de�ned by upper and lower bounds:

K(�) =
n
p(�) : p (�) � p(�) � p (�)

o
;

where:

p (�i) � 1 �
X
j 6=i

p (�j) ;

p (�i) � 1 �
X
j 6=i

p (�j) :

For all �i, de�ne:

� A distribution p0, generated by �xing p0(�i) = p (�i) and by placing as much

probability mass as possible in the values of � with largest upper likelihood.

� A distribution p00, generated by �xing p00(�i) = p (�i) and by placing as much

probability mass as possible in the values of � with smallest lower likelihood.
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Then [180, page 18]:

p (�ijX) =
L(Xj�i)p0(�i)

L(Xj�i)p0(�i) +
P

j 6=i U(Xj�j)p0(�j)
;

(3.4)

p (�ijX) =
U(Xj�i)p00(�i)

U(Xj�i)p00(�i) +
P

j 6=i L(Xj�j)p00(�j)
:

3.6 Discussion

Two new results were derived in this chapter. First, I presented a uni�ed perspective

for Lavine's algorithm and the White-Snow algorithm, based on linear fractional pro-

gramming. Second, the main contribution is the algorithm for calculation of posterior

quantities for prior and conditional credal sets presented in Section 3.5.1. The algo-

rithm provides a complete solution for conditional credal under the assumption that

conditional credal sets separately speci�ed. The assumption is reasonable, because each

conditional credal set must be speci�ed for a �xed value of the conditioning variable;

the same assumption is made in Chapters 4 and 5.

The algorithms presented in this chapter can be divided in two groups. The �rst

group focuses on boolean variables, linked by logical propositions, and searches for

bounds on probability values. There is large freedom on the logical connections among

variables, but minimal expressive power in terms of probabilities. The other group of

algorithms involves a few variables, and concentrates on posterior quantities. Variables

can be very expressive, but reasoning chains are of limited length. Together, these two

groups of algorithms cover the majority of known methods for Quasi-Bayesian inferences.

A di�erent, more general approach is to sketch a dependency structure among vari-

ables and specify conditional credal sets for this structure. This approach was not

mentioned in this chapter; Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive review of algorithms

and a theory of Quasi-Bayesian graphical models.
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Chapter 4

Quasi-Bayesian Networks

This chapter presents graphical models of inference associated with convex sets of dis-

tributions (credal sets). I call such models Quasi-Bayesian networks. Quasi-Bayesian

networks generalize standard Bayesian networks, which can only de�ne a single joint

probability distribution.

The key problem in Quasi-Bayesian networks is how to represent independence re-

lations. My main contribution is a consistent theory of locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian

networks, using Walley's de�nitions of irrelevance and independence. I employ these

de�nitions to unify several types of Quasi-Bayesian models. I present the �rst analysis

of natural extensions in graphical models, where the objective is to compute the largest

posterior bounds induced by local credal sets. I also consider type-1 extensions, where

a set of joint distributions is formed by cross-multiplication of local credal sets. The

relationship between type-1 extensions and d-separation of type-1 inference is clari�ed.

Finally, I present the �rst analysis of global neighborhoods of probabilistic graphical

models. Such models are complementary to locally de�ned networks, as they allow for

structural variations in a graphical model, without necessarily satisfying irrelevance or

independence constraints.
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4.1 Chapter roadmap

Section 4.2 reviews several graphical models proposed in the literature and explains why

current approaches lack a satisfactory analysis of independence relations.

Section 4.3 analyzes locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks based on Walley's def-

inition of irrelevance and independence. Section 4.4 presents Quasi-Bayesian networks

de�ned by global neighborhoods of probabilistic models.

4.2 Graphical models of inference

The most popular graphical representation of inferences in Arti�cial Intelligence is the

Bayesian network formalism [84, 134]. In this context, an inference is a calculation of

posterior probabilities given some evidence.

The objective of a graphical model is to summarize opinions and beliefs about a

particular domain. Two examples of networks are the DogProblem network [24] and the

CarStarts network, depicted in Plate 4.1 and described in Section 5.6.1.

4.2.1 Standard Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network speci�es a joint distribution over a set of variables ~X . The joint

distribution is speci�ed through a directed acyclic graph.

Each node of a Bayesian network is associated with a variable Xi; the parents of Xi

are denoted by pa(Xi). Each variable Xi has a �nite set of values X̂i; the set of subsets

of X̂i is denoted Xi. The jth value of variable Xi is denoted Xij ; the kth value of the

parents of Xi is denoted [pa(Xi)]k. Note that Xij is a scalar quantity while [pa(Xi)]k is

a vector-valued quantity.
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Plate 4.1: Examples of Bayesian networks: the DogProblem and the CarStarts networks.
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Each variable in a Bayesian network is associated with a conditional distribution

p(Xijpa(Xi)). Such a graphical structure de�nes a unique joint probability distribution

through the following expression [134]:

p( ~X) =
Y
i

p(Xijpa(Xi)): (4.1)

Use the abbreviation pi for p(Xijpa(Xi)); Expression (4.1) can be written as:

p( ~X) =
Y
i

pi:

Any directed acyclic graph displays d-separation relations, which can be detected by

a polynomial-time algorithm [57]. The de�nition of d-separation is somewhat involved

[134, page 117]. Given a variable X and a set of variables ~Z, take ~Y to be the set of

all variables that are d-separated from X given ~Z. This means that along every path

between X and a node in ~Y , there is a node W such that: eitherW has both converging

arrows and is not in ~Z and none of its descendants are in ~Z, or W has no converging

arrows and is in ~Z.

A property of Bayesian networks is that, if ~Y d-separates X from ~Z, then X and ~Z

are independent given events in ~Y. Note that d-separation is only a graphical relation,

and independence is only a probabilistic relation; one of the fundamental properties of

Bayesian networks is that these two relations are equivalent [134].

To study the consequences of d-separation for Bayesian network learning, Spirtes,

Glymour and Scheines [164] have introduced the concept of faithfulness. A distribution

is faithful to a directed acyclic graph when all and only independence relations entailed

by the distribution correspond to graphical d-separation relations.

Call evidence E a set of assignments for the value of variables. For example, E =

fX1 = A;X3 = Bg; given this evidence, the distribution p(X1;X2;X3) is only a function

of X2.

Inferences with Bayesian networks usually involve the calculation of the posterior

marginal for a queried variable Xq [38, 133]. To simplify notation, the symbol Xq is also
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used to indicate the event fXq = Xqjg, for some value Xqj . Posterior marginals can be

used to calculate posterior expectations for a function f :

Ep[f jE] =
X

Xi2f ~XnEg

f( ~X)p( ~X jE):

4.2.2 Interval-valued and other non-Bayesian graphical models

One di�culty with Bayesian networks is the requirement that probability distributions

must be precisely speci�ed. Some researchers have studied the sensitivity of inferences

to parameter variation in Bayesian networks [102, 123]. Sensitivity analysis studies the

impact of small (di�erential) parameter changes. This contrasts with the approach to

robustness analysis adopted in the present work, which uses convex sets of distributions

to represent an exhaustive collection of model variations (Section 4.2.3). The two ap-

proaches can be combined: sensitivity analysis indicates the critical model elements, and

robustness analysis evaluates the impact of extensive variations in these model elements.

Several non-Bayesian attempts have been made to relax the requirements of Bayesian

networks. For example, there are representations based on possibility theory [56] and

Dempster-Shafer theory [153], and representations based on purely heuristic grounds [155].

These approaches depart from usually accepted axioms of preference (Section 2.4); for

this reason they are not pursued in this dissertation.

Another strategy is to associate interval-valued probability to variables in a network.

In this approach, the objective is to generate bounds for probability values [29, 50, 64].

Interval-valued representations of probability have some inherent di�culties. First, it

is not always possible to apply Bayes rule to an interval-valued distribution and obtain an

interval-valued posterior distribution [27, 64]. Second, there is no unique, accepted way

to de�ne independence for interval-valued distributions [28]. Given special de�nitions of

conditionalization and independence, only a few classes of interval-valued distributions

actually admit exact, e�cient solutions [29, 192].
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4.2.3 Convex sets of distributions and graphical models

Closed convex sets of distributions are models for imprecision in probability values

(Section 2.3). Conditionalization is easily de�ned: to obtain a conditional credal set,

apply standard Bayes rule to each distribution in a joint credal set (Section 2.4.5). But

there is no unique way to de�ne independence relations with credal sets; in the most

in-depth study of this matter, Campos and Moral have reviewed �ve di�erent possible

types of independence [37], none of which agrees with Walley's de�nition (Section 2.4.6).

The dominant approach to convex sets of distributions is to use type-1 extensions

(Section 2.4.6); this is best summarized by the following quote from Moral [120]:

To extend an operator from probability theory to convex sets of probabilities,

repeat the operator for all the probabilities in the convex set. If the result

is not a convex set, then take the convex hull [sic].

To obtain a de�nition of independence, use \independence relation" as the operator in

this quote. The idea is to cross-multiply distributions in conditional and marginal sets,

and take the convex hull [20, 22, 171, 192]. The convex hull is the type-1 extension of

the conditional and marginal sets.

Almost all research in graphical models with convex sets of distributions has assumed

that type-1 extensions are the most appropriate way to handle independence relations;

only a few authors have attempted to extend probabilistic logic to graphical models

using tree structures [178, 111].

Type-1 extensions are intuitive generalizations for standard joint distributions, but

they are not derived from any de�nition of independence based on preferences, lower

expectations or lower preferences (Section 2.4.6). Type-1 extensions are used to de�ne

independence, not obtained from a principled de�nition of independence [37].

In this dissertation, I explore de�nitions of independence that are not uniquely tied

to type-1 extensions. I extend previous research in two distinct directions.
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Figure 4.1: Types of Quasi-Bayesian networks.

First, I adopt Walley's de�nitions of irrelevance and independence (Section 2.4.6) as

constraints on the joint distributions, rather than requiring the use of type-1 extensions.

The key point is that Walley's de�nition does not induce a single joint credal set from

a collection of conditional credal sets (example 3, Section 2.4.6).

Second, I show how to generate joint credal sets from global neighborhoods of stan-

dard Bayesian networks. Multivariate neighborhoods are used in Robust Statistics [183];

results from that �eld are used to derive inference algorithms with global neighborhoods.

These themes are elaborated upon in the next sections. Figure 4.1 summarizes the

models analyzed in this dissertation.

4.3 Locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks

Given a directed acyclic graph, the parents of variable Xi in the graph are denoted

by pa(Xi). A local credal set associated with variable Xi is a conditional credal set

K(Xijpa(Xi)). I assume that constraints on conditional distributions are de�ned sep-

arately for each value of the variable's parents. This means that, for any variable Xi,

the constraints for a distribution in the credal set K(Xij[pa(Xi)]k1) do not interfere
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with the constraints for a distribution in the credal set K(Xij[pa(Xi)]k2) when k1 6= k2.

This restriction makes sense both during elicitation of models and representation of

constraints.

I concentrate on �nitely generated credal sets, de�ned as the convex hull of a �nite

number of probability distributions. A �nitely generated credal set is a polytope in the

space of all probability distributions. Such polytopes can be de�ned by their extreme

points or by linear inequalities [63], or by several classes of canonical models described

in Appendix B.

4.3.1 De�nition

A locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph associated with:

� either a single conditional distribution p(Xijpa(Xi)) or a local credal setK(Xijpa(Xi))

for each variable Xi,

� a collection of irrelevance relations, and

� a method for the combination of local credal sets.

The rationale for this de�nition is as follows. In a standard Bayesian network, irrel-

evance and independence constraints are implicit in Expression (4.1). Expression (4.1)

guarantees that a variable is independent of all its non-descendants given its parents [134,

page 119]. There is no analogue to Expression (4.1) in Quasi-Bayesian networks. Even if

a joint credal set is required to satisfy all graphical d-separation relations in a network,

there are still several possible ways to generate a joint credal set. For this reason, it

seems more appropriate to ask a decision maker to explicitly indicate which qualitative

constraints are to be enforced in a Quasi-Bayesian network. It is also appropriate to ask

for irrelevance constraints instead of independence constraints, because irrelevance and

independence are not equivalent in Quasi-Bayesian models (Section 2.4.6); independence

can be de�ned from irrelevance but not vice-versa.
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A directed acyclic graph and a collection of local credal sets may admit more than

one extension to a joint credal set, depending on which independence relations are

stated and how the local credal sets are combined. This fact is explored in the following

subsections.

4.3.2 Natural extension

Given a locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian network, its natural extension is the largest

set of joint distributions compatible with local credal sets and irrelevance relations in

the network. This de�nition is based on terminology suggested by Walley [179, pages

453, 455]. Walley's analysis of natural extension is fairly general but properties of

multivariate structures are not explored.

Di�erent irrelevance relations produce di�erent natural extensions. I consider three

strategies for speci�cation of natural extensions. These strategies demonstrate most of

the technical aspects related to natural extensions.

The �rst strategy is to impose no irrelevance constraints on the network.

The other strategies mimic properties of standard Bayesian networks by requiring:

1. The non-descendants of any variable are irrelevant to the variable given the parents

of the variable.

2. The non-descendants of any variable are independent from the variable given the

parents of the variable.

Note that for a standard Bayesian network these constraints are always satis�ed (Section

4.2.1).

Algorithms for inference with each one of these three strategies are developed in

Section 5.2. Because the constraints do not violate any graphical d-separation relation,
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there is always at least one standard Bayesian joint distribution that complies with

all constraints. Consequently, the natural extensions produced by the three strategies

above are always nonempty; inferences are always possible with these constraints.

4.3.3 Type-1 extension

A type-1 extension is the convex hull of all the joint distributions formed by cross-

multiplication of extreme points of local credal sets; consequently, a type-1 extension is

the largest joint credal set where all extreme points satisfy Expression (4.1) (Section

4.2.3).

The appeal of type-1 extensions comes from their intuitive similarity with standard

Bayesian networks. This intuition can be formalized using Walley's de�nition of inde-

pendence:

Theorem 6. Every graphical d-separation relation in a Quasi-Bayesian network corre-

sponds to a valid conditional independence relation in the type-1 extension of the net-

work.

Proof. Appendix A.3.

This result demonstrates that type-1 extensions mimic the properties of standard

Bayesian networks as independence-maps [134, page 119]. The theorem also comple-

ments results by Cano et al. [22]. They give conditions on independence concepts that

satisfy d-separation in type-1 extensions, but they do not provide any de�nition of

independence to illustrate their result. The theorem demonstrates that Walley's inde-

pendence relations exhibit the desired correspondence with d-separation.

D-separation has important algorithmic consequences. Graphical operations that

are guaranteed by d-separation can be performed in a type-1 extension. In particular,
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consider a query involving a variableXq and evidence E. All variables that do not a�ect

computation of p(XqjE) can be detected through d-separation computations [57].

Several algorithms for type-1 extensions are developed in Section 5.3. I assume that

variables are always analyzed and, if possible, deleted through d-separation, before any

inference algorithm is run. This greatly reduces the computational e�ort in Quasi-

Bayesian inferences with type-1 extensions.

4.4 Globally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks

The previous section analyzed Quasi-Bayesian inferences generated from collections of

local credal sets. A di�erent strategy, which bypasses all considerations of irrelevance

and independence, is to directly specify a convex set of joint distributions.

There are two basic strategies to globally de�ne a joint credal set. One is to consider

the convex hull of a �nite number of standard Bayesian networks, where each standard

Bayesian network is speci�ed separately from the others. Another strategy is to use a

global neighborhood of a standard Bayesian network. Algorithms for both strategies are

derived in Section 5.4.

4.5 Discussion

The central contribution in this chapter is the application of Walley's de�nitions of

irrelevance and independence to generate locally de�ned networks. This insight provides

a unifying framework for the study of robustness in several graphical models of inference.

This approach subsumes previous work, which focuses on the relatively narrow class of

type-1 extensions.

Another contribution is the adaptation of classes of distributions used in Robust
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Statistics to create global neighborhoods of graphical models.

Together, local and global Quasi-Bayesian networks provide complementary tools

for robustness analysis of graphical models. Locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks

express imprecision in speci�c conditional distributions, and allows for statements of

irrelevance and independence. Globally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks express im-

precision in numeric probability values and structural characteristics of a model. In

practice, global analysis indicates the e�ect of large structural variations in a model,

while local analysis concentrates on the e�ect of narrow numeric perturbations.
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Chapter 5

Inference Algorithms for

Quasi-Bayesian Networks

Algorithms for inference with Quasi-Bayesian networks are derived in this chapter.

� I derive the �rst algorithms for natural extensions, covering di�erent speci�cations

of irrelevance and independence relations.

� I present several algorithms for type-1 extensions. I obtain enumeration algorithms

through the Cano/Cano/Moral (CCM) transform, and explore iterative algorithms

based on optimization; new properties of gradient-based and branch-and-bound

algorithms are derived.

� I present algorithms for global neighborhoods of probabilistic graphical models,

focusing on neighborhoods with the same complexity level of standard Bayesian

inference.

The algorithms described in this chapter have been tested with several networks; type-1

extensions and global neighborhoods have been implemented in the JavaBayes system,

which has been widely distributed as a tool for robustness analysis of Bayesian networks.
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5.1 Chapter roadmap

Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 present technical results and inference algorithms for natural

extensions, type-1 extensions and global neighborhoods respectively.

Algorithms for non-atomic events, expected utility bounds, expected variance bounds

and decision making are discussed in Section 5.5.

Algorithms are derived in sequence, without examples. Examples are presented

in Section 5.6, which analyzes experiments with Quasi-Bayesian networks, compares

algorithms and describes the JavaBayes system.

5.2 Natural extension

A natural extension is characterized by a directed acyclic graph, a collection of con-

ditional distributions or local credal sets, a collection of irrelevance relations, and a

strategy for combination of local credal sets. The following subsections explore the

three strategies sketched in Section 4.3.2.

To simplify the presentation, algorithms are developed only for calculation of poste-

rior upper envelopes:

p (XqjE) = max

 
p(Xq; E)

p(E)

!
= max

0
@
P

Xi2( ~XnfXq ;Eg)
p( ~X)P

Xi2( ~XnE)
p( ~X)

1
A : (5.1)

Lower envelopes can be obtained through the same operations by replacing maximization

with minimization. To simplify derivations, I assume that all combinations of variables

have positive probability.
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5.2.1 Conventions

The variables ~X in a network are divided into two groups, ~Y and ~Z. Variables in ~Y

are associated with single conditional distributions. Variables in ~Z are associated with

local credal sets. For example, the variable Y2 is associated with a single distribution

p(Y2jpa(Y2)), while the variable Z5 is associated with a local credal set K(Z5jpa(Z5)).

For a variable Xi, denote the nondescendants of Xi by nd(Xi).

5.2.2 No irrelevance constraints

Suppose the only constraints on values p( ~X) are quantitative constraints introduced by

conditional distributions and local credal sets. Suppose that for each variable Xi and

for each �xed value of pa(Xi) (the parents of Xi), a collection of linear constraints is

imposed. Each constraint is of the form:

jX̂ijX
j=1

ijkp(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k) � i0k; (5.2)

where ijk are real-valued. To simplify notation, constraints are not indexed; it is

understood that Expression (5.2) represents a possibly large number of inequalities for

each value of i and k.

All constraints speci�ed by Expression (5.2) are equivalent to linear constraints:

jX̂ijX
j=1

0
B@ijk X

Xl2( ~XnfXi;pa(Xi)g)

p( ~X)

1
CA� i0k

X
Xl2( ~Xnpa(Xi))

p( ~X) � 0: (5.3)

Summations are calculated only for values of p( ~X) where Xi = Xij and pa(Xi) =

[pa(Xi)]k.

Constraints (5.2) are simpli�ed when a single conditional distribution is speci�ed

for a node. Suppose that a single distribution q is speci�ed for variable Yi; the only
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constraint imposed on the conditional distribution for Yi is:

p(Yi = Yijj[pa(Yi)]k) = q(Yi = Yij j[pa(Yi)]k):

Finally, any joint distribution must also satisfy the constraint:

X
~X

p( ~X) = 1: (5.4)

Consider the maximization in Expression (5.1), subject to linear constraints in Ex-

pressions (5.3) and (5.4). This is a linear fractional program, which can be reduced to

a linear program by the Charnes-Cooper transformation (Section 3.5).

The e�ort involved in solving such linear programs is potentially enormous. For

example, for a network with n binary variables, there are 2n free quantities in the linear

program. Techniques from probabilistic logic and linear programming can be used to

tame this complexity. To avoid generating all columns in a linear program, research

in probabilistic logic has explored column generation methods, where a small subset of

columns is cached [83]. To eliminate rows in a linear program, recent results in the linear

programming [30] indicate that problems with large numbers of constraints (compared

to the number of variables) can be e�ciently approximated by discarding constraints.

5.2.3 Irrelevance constraints

Consider the constraint that, for every variable Xi, nondescendants of Xi are irrelevant

to Xi given the parents of Xi.

It is necessary to translate these irrelevance constraints to a form that is computa-

tionally manageable. Any Quasi-Bayesian network is associated with a directed acyclic

graph and constraints in Expression (5.2); irrelevance constraints are satis�ed by addi-

tionally requiring:
jX̂ijX
j=1

ijkp(Xi = Xij jnd(Xi)) � i0k; (5.5)
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for all values of nd(Xi) where pa(Xi) = [pa(Xi)]k.

The only di�erence between Expression (5.5) and Expression (5.2) is the fact that

constraints are replicated for each value of the nondescendants of variable Xi. The

number of constraints summarized by Expression (5.5) can be signi�cantly larger than

the number of constraints summarized by Expression (5.2). An important question is

whether or not constraints (5.5) subsume constraints (5.2).

Theorem 7. If a joint distribution satis�es constraints (5.5), then it satis�es con-

straints (5.2).

Proof. Appendix A.4.

Lower envelopes are calculated by forming a linear fractional program with Expres-

sion (5.1) subject to linear constraints (5.5) and (5.4). Even though irrelevance relations

introduce a large number of constraints into this program, they also introduce simpli�-

cations into the problem, as demonstrated in the remainder of this section.

Consider a Quasi-Bayesian network where a group of variables ~Z is associated with

credal sets. Construct the set ~S containing all variables in ~Z and all variables that are

predecessors of variables in ~Z. Call ~W the set of all variables that are not in ~S.

Theorem 8. The solution for problem (5.1), subject to linear constraints (5.5) and

(5.4), is identical to the solution for problem

p (XqjE) = max

0
@
P

Zi2( ~SnfXq;Eg)
q0( ~S)p( ~S)P

Zi2( ~SnE)
q0( ~S)p( ~S)

1
A ; (5.6)

subject to: X
~S

p( ~S) = 1; (5.7)

jẐijX
j=1

0
B@ijk X

Zl2(f~SgnfZi;nd(Zi)g)

p( ~S)

1
CA � i0k

X
Zl2( ~Snnd(Zi))

p( ~S) � 0; (5.8)
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where the function q0 is:

q0( ~S) =
X

Wi2( ~WnfXq;Eg)

0
@ Y
Wi2 ~W

q(Wijpa(Wi))

1
A :

Proof. Appendix A.4.

The linear fractional program in this theorem is not a problem on variables ~X ,

but a reduced maximization problem where only the values for p( ~S) are free to vary. A

standard Bayesian network algorithm generates q0 by essentially eliminating all variables

in ~W .

The consequence of the theorem is that networks where most local credal sets are

on the \top" of the graph can pro�t from irrelevance constraints. This is particularly

promising in practical applications, because in general the most imprecise distributions

are the priors, which are associated with nodes without parents.

5.2.4 Independence constraints

Consider the constraint that, for every variable Xi, nondescendants of Xi are inde-

pendent from Xi given the parents of Xi. Two sets of constraints are implied by this

requirement:

� nondescendants of Xi must be irrelevant to Xi given the parents of Xi, and

� Xi must be irrelevant to its nondescendants given the parents of Xi.

The �rst irrelevance condition can be satis�ed using the techniques in the previous

section. The second irrelevance condition introduces new complexities into the problem.

For example, suppose that a variable X5 has variables X1;X3;X4 as nondescen-

dants, and X2 as parent. The second irrelevance condition requires that the credal sets
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K(X1;X3;X4jX2;X5) and K(X1;X2;X4jX2) contain the same functions. The di�culty

is that neither of these credal sets is directly speci�ed on the network; there is no simple

constraint that ties them together.

I now present an algorithm that can handle independence relations by gradually

constructing the natural extension. An explicit representation for the natural extension

is built as a list of vertices or as a list of linear inequalities. The complexity of this

procedure is high, because a natural extension may have an exponential number of

vertices, each one containing an exponential number of terms. I know of no algorithm

that can handle independence relations in an e�cient manner.

The ideas behind the algorithm can be sketched as follows.

� Construct a sequence of directed acyclic graphs, such that each graph contains all

previous graphs. The �rst graph in the sequence contains a single node that has

no parents in the Quasi-Bayesian network. Note that the natural extension for

this �rst graph is known: it is the local credal set for the single node in the graph.

The last graph in the sequence is the full Quasi-Bayesian network.

� The natural extension for the second graph is then calculated (the method used for

this calculation is explained later). Once the second natural extension is obtained,

the natural extension for the third graph can be calculated, and so on. Continue

until the credal set for all nodes is obtained.

The algorithm works correctly if it is possible to generate the natural extension for

each graph in the sequence, until the last graph is processed. The conditions that satisfy

this requirement are stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 9. Consider a Quasi-Bayesian network for variables ~X, and a subset ~S of

nodes forming a directed acyclic graph, with the property that no variable outside of ~S is

the parent of any variable in ~S. Denote the natural extension of ~S, given independence

relations only in ~S, by K 0( ~S). Denote the natural extension of ~X, based on independence
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relations for all ~X, by K( ~X). Now, for each joint distribution in K( ~X), obtain a

marginal distribution for ~S; call the set of all such marginal distributions by K( ~S).

Then K 0( ~S) is equal to K( ~S) (i.e., K 0( ~S) is the correct marginal credal set for ~S).

Proof. Appendix A.4.

Now the algorithm can be stated in detail.

1. Select an ordering of nodes such that the �rst node is a top node, and such that

every node is preceded by all its parents. This is always possible in a directed

acyclic graph.

2. Take H to be a temporary set that stores the current largest natural extension

calculated by the algorithm. InitializeH with the local credal set for the �rst node

in the ordering.

3. Repeat the following for all nodes in the ordering, from �rst to last:

(a) Select the next variable Xi indicated by the ordering.

(b) Generate the independence constraints for all the variables up to and includ-

ing Xi in the ordering. By construction, this collection of variables forms a

directed acyclic graph.

There are two groups of irrelevance constraints to generate:

� Irrelevance constraints given by Expression (5.5).

� Irrelevance constraints constructed from the set H. First �nd all extreme

points of H. Then marginalize each one of these extreme points to the

nondescendants of Xi, and condition on the parents of Xi. Finally, trans-

form the extreme point representation back to a set of linear inequalities.

The constraints are obtained by requiring that the marginal credal set

for all nondescendants of Xi in the ordering up to Xi obey the same

inequalities.
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(c) Generate the largest set of distributions that satisfy all constraints de�ned

in the previous step. This new set is assigned to H.

In the end, H is the natural extension for ~X. Lower and upper envelopes can

be calculated either by testing each extreme point of H, or by using linear fractional

programming with inequalities that represent H. The high complexity of the algorithm

comes from the fact that, at each stage, the set H must be converted from linear

inequalities to extreme points, then converted back to linear inequalities.

5.3 Type-1 extension

This section focuses on algorithms for type-1 extensions. Again, variables associated

with single conditional distributions are denoted by Yi; variables associated with local

credal sets are denoted by Zi.

Inferences with type-1 extensions have been analyzed previously in a variety of �elds

(Section 4.2.3). The objective of this section is to unify and extend previous e�orts. I

present a simpli�ed derivation of exact enumeration algorithms, discuss their complexity

and derive approximate enumeration algorithms. I explore new properties of gradient-

based and deterministic global optimization approaches for inference.

5.3.1 Algorithms based on enumeration

Consider a Quasi-Bayesian network where variables Zi are associated to �nitely gener-

ated credal sets with vertices pi;j.

One way to generate inferences with type-1 extensions is to enumerate all possible

vertices of the posterior distribution p(XqjE). The �rst such algorithm was proposed

by Cano et al. [22].
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Figure 5.1: The CCM transformation for variable X.

Exact enumeration and the CCM transformation

The Cano/Cano/Moral (CCM) transformation modi�es each variable Zi associated with

a credal set (Figure 5.1):

� Add a new variable Z 0
i with no parents to the network. The variable Z 0

i has Zi

as its only child. If the credal set for variable Zi has mi vertices, then Z 0
i has mi

integer values Ẑ 0
i = f1; : : : ;mig.

� Add Z 0
i to the list of parents of Zi; de�ne the new distribution of Zi to be:

p(Zijpa(Zi)) =
�
pi;j(Zijpa(Zi)) when Z 0

i = Z 0
ij

�
:

The variables Z 0
i are called transparent variables [20]. Note that each vertex in the

type-1 extension is obtained by selecting appropriate values for the transparent variables.

The exact minimumand maximumvalues for the posterior p(XqjE) can be generated

by visiting the values of transparent variables. One idea is to cycle over all combinations

of values for transparent variables and use a standard Bayesian inference for each one

of them, while storing maxima and minima for posterior distributions.

This algorithm wastes considerable time invoking standard Bayesian algorithms for

di�erent values of the transparent variables. Consider the following enumeration algo-

rithm, which trades memory for speed:
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� Perform a single standard Bayesian inference to obtain the joint distribution

p(Xq; E; fZ 0
ig), including all transparent variables. Maximization and minimiza-

tion with respect to the transparent variables produce the required bounds.

This algorithm has been hinted in the analysis of the CCM transform [20], and has

been discussed for the special case of density bounded distributions [171].

Complexity of exact enumeration

Two facts are important regarding the complexity of exact inferences with type-1 ex-

tensions. First, if a Quasi-Bayesian network has s local credal sets and each credal set

is represented by mi vertices, there are
Qs
i=1mi possible vertices in the posterior credal

set. Second, standard Bayesian network inference is NP-hard [31]; because a standard

Bayesian network is a type-1 extension, exact inferences for type-1 extensions are NP-

hard (Appendix A.5 presents a new proof of NP-hardness for type-1 extensions). These

facts are complementary: the �rst observation suggests that standard inferences have to

be repeated many times; the second observation indicates that each standard inference

algorithm is hard in itself.

Approximate enumeration algorithms

The basic idea in an enumeration algorithm is to replicate inference for each combina-

tion of values of transparent variables. There is no requirement that an enumeration

algorithm must be based on exact standard algorithms. As an illustration, consider the

following algorithm, based on Gibbs sampling [191].

Example 7. Apply the CCM transform to obtain transparent variables fZ 0
ig. Suppose

Z 0
i is a random variable with distribution �ij = p(Z 0

i = Z 0
ij). Call � the vector of all

�ij. Assume a uniform prior for �. Now run Gibbs sampling in this network, produc-

ing a sequence of samples S. Each sample in S satis�es one particular combination of
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values for transparent variables. The sequence of samples S can be partitioned in many

subsequences, each one corresponding to a particular combination of values for trans-

parent variables. Compute p(XqjE) from every one of these subsequences of samples;

minimization of p(XqjE) across subsequences yields p (XqjE).

The advantage of this method is that a single run of an approximate algorithm in the

transformed network produces inferences. For Gibbs sampling, this saves time because

a single burning-in procedure is necessary to start the Gibbs sampler [163].

5.3.2 Algorithms based on optimization

If local credal sets have a large number of vertices, the enumeration of all possible

extreme values for p(XqjE) may be impractical.

In this section I explore the use of iterative algorithms for type-1 extensions, without

explicit generation of vertices for local credal sets. Quasi-Bayesian algorithms based on

iterative optimization have only surfaced in recent years. Cano et al. focus on stochastic

global optimization [20, 21]; Andersen and Hooker [1], Za�alon [192] and myself [34] have

explored deterministic global optimization; Za�alon [192] and myself [34] have explored

gradient-based optimization.

This section summarizes these ideas and demonstrates how to reduce inference with

type-1 extensions to a problem that is mathematically identical to learning Bayesian

networks. I discuss the relation between gradient calculations and graph faithfulness,

and show how to extend Tessem's approximation method for singly-connected networks.

Strategies for optimization

For every variable Zi associated with a local credal set, de�ne �ijk = p(Zi = Zij j[pa(Zi)]k).

Call � the vector of all �ijk. To simplify the presentation, I consider only the calculation
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of posterior upper envelopes:

p (XqjE) = max
�

p(Xq; E)

p(E)
; (5.9)

which requires maximization of a function over a closed convex set.

There are several possible strategies to maximize Expression (5.9). In the next

subsections I focus on gradient-based and deterministic global optimization.

A di�erent strategy is to employ stochastic global optimization, employing techniques

such as simulated annealing [20] or genetic algorithms [21]. Such methods have strong

theoretical convergence guarantees, but in practice implementations must use simpli�ed

algorithms without any convergence properties. Current algorithms in the literature

are very primitive, following hill-climbing strategies which do not use any properties of

Quasi-Bayesian models [20, 21]. I believe that such approaches deserve full treatment

in future work; I have not pursued this path in this dissertation. I decided to explore

properties and characteristics of other algorithms, which may eventually be used in

conjunction with stochastic global optimization.

Optimization and Bayesian network learning

An interesting aspect of inference with type-1 extensions is its similarity with Bayesian

network learning [34]. The maximization in Expression (5.9) de�nes the maximum

likelihood estimator for the distribution of � under linear constraints. This is one of the

most common problems in Bayesian network learning [18]. This observation suggests

that most of the e�ort in developing e�cient algorithms for Bayesian network learning

can impact robustness analysis. As an example, Appendix C indicates how to adapt the

EM algorithm [40] for Quasi-Bayesian inferences.
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Gradient-based algorithms

Many iterative optimization algorithms are based on the calculation of gradients [108].

To obtain gradient-based algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian inferences, it is necessary to

calculate, for each �ijk:

rijk =
@p(XqjE)

@�ijk
:

Previous work has derived e�cient, closed-form expressions for the gradient [102, 141]. I

reproduce this derivation here to highlight the relationship between gradient calculations

and faithfulness of the network.

Assume that all variables that cannot a�ect calculation of p(XqjE) have been deleted

from the network (Section 4.3.3); this implies that all variables d-separated from Xq by

E are eliminated before any gradient calculation.

Under the assumption that p (E) > 0:

rijk =
@ p(Xq;E)

p(E)

@�ijk
=

1

p(E)

@p(Xq; E)

@�ijk
�
p(Xq; E)

p(E)2
@p(E)

@�ijk
(5.10)

=
p([pa(Xi)]k)

p(E)
(p(Xq; EjXij; [pa(Xi)]k)� p(XqjE)p(EjXij ; [pa(Xi)]k))

An interesting conclusion can be derived from Expression (5.10). The gradient is iden-

tically zero when p(Xq; EjXij; [pa(Xi)]k) = p(XqjE)p(EjXij ; [pa(Xi)]k) for every i, j, k.

This occurs when the queried variable Xq is independent of all variables associated with

local credal sets, given the evidence. This in turn happens when the gradient is calcu-

lated for a distribution that is not faithful to the graph. This is implied by the fact that

d-separated credal sets are deleted before calculation of the gradient (Section 4.3.3).

To obtain an expression that can be e�ciently computed, apply Bayes rule to each

term in Expression (5.10) and obtain:

rijk =
p(XqjE)

�ijk
(p(Xij ; [pa(Xi)]kjXq; E)� p(Xij ; [pa(Xi)]kjE)) (5.11)
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Expression (5.11) can be calculated by a standard Bayesian network algorithm. Insert

the evidence E into the network to obtain p(XqjE) and p(Xij ; [pa(Xi)]kjE). Then add

Xq to the evidence to obtain p(Xij ; [pa(Xi)]kjXq; E).

Deterministic global optimization

In this subsection global optimization is briey explored as an alternative for inference

with type-1 extensions.

To date only one deterministic global method has been suggested (but not imple-

mented) for Quasi-Bayesian inferences, based on signomial programming [1, 34, 192].

Signomial programming is a branch of nonlinear optimization that deals with optimiza-

tion of polynomials subject to inequality constraints involving polynomials [3]. Inference

with type-1 extensions involves maximization of ratios of polynomials; these problems

can be reduced to signomial programs, as demonstrated by Du�n and Peterson [43].

Signomial programs are extremely complex, assume all variables are nonzero, and require

well-tuned geometric programming engines [4, 60, 131].

Other algorithms for global optimization can be constructed by exploring properties

of Quasi-Bayesian networks. To illustrate this idea, consider the following branch-and-

bound algorithm.

Consider the calculation of the upper envelope for a singly-connected Quasi-Bayesian

network (i.e., a network that would be a tree if all links were undirected). Start with

the full Quasi-Bayesian network. Select a local credal set, and create a branch for

each vertex of this local credal set. Each branch contains a Quasi-Bayesian network;

obtain lower and upper bounds for the probability of each node, taking into account

all selections made in the path to the node from the top node. These bounds can be

calculated using Tessem's bounding algorithm for singly-connected networks [171]. Now

select another local credal set and branch again for all its vertices. As this branching

process continues, calculate bounds through Tessem's algorithms and stop branching at
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a node if the upper bound for the node is lower than the lower bound of some other

node. Like any branch-and-bound algorithm for global optimization, gains are made if

the bounding process terminates before all combinations are enumerated [48, 87].

5.4 Global neighborhoods of Bayesian networks

The most direct way to specify a �nitely generated joint credal set is to take the convex

hull of a �nite number of distinct standard Bayesian networks. Bounds on posterior

probabilities can be obtained by performing standard Bayesian inference in each one of

the networks, and then taking the minimum and maximum of relevant quantities.

A more economical way to specify a joint credal set is to consider a global neigh-

borhood for a joint probabilistic model. The idea is to de�ne a global neighborhood

through a single Bayesian network, called the base network, plus a set of parameters.

Four neighborhoods of joint distributions are presented in the remainder of this

section (the univariate versions of these classes are presented in Appendix B). Each

neighborhood is a closed convex set of joint distributions. Quasi-Bayesian inference

with these neighborhoods is similar to standard Bayesian network inference, due to a

marginalization invariance property.

To de�ne this invariance property, denote by �(r( ~X)) a set of joint distributions

generated from a base network r( ~X). The invariance property states that the marginal

credal set for any set of variables ~W is �(p( ~W )): marginalization and construction of

neighborhood commute [183].

Note that r( ~X) =
Q
i ri, where ri = r(Xijpa(Xi)). Standard Bayesian inference can

generate marginal distributions for r( ~X).

For all models considered in this section, expressions for lower envelopes and lower

expectations are provided. Note that global neighborhoods do not necessarily preserve
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irrelevance nor independence relations in the base network.

5.4.1 �-contaminated class

An �-contaminated joint credal set is:

�(r( ~X)) =

(
p( ~X) : p( ~X) = (1� �)

Y
i

ri + �q( ~X); for � 2 (0; 1)

)
;

where q is an arbitrary joint distribution. Because q is arbitrary, the total available

probability mass is �, so lower and upper quantities are obtained by placing or removing

� probability mass from the relevant quantities.

The lower and upper envelopes for Xq are:

p (XqjE) =
(1� �)r(Xq; E)

(1� �)r(E) + �
; p (XqjE) =

(1 � �)r(Xq; E) + �

(1� �)r(E) + �
:

For any function f(Xq):

E [f ] =
(1� �)

�P
Xq
f(Xq)r(Xq; E)

�
+ �minXq f(Xq)

(1� �)r(E) + �
;

E [f ] =
(1 � �)

�P
Xq

f(Xq)r(Xq; E)
�
+ �maxXq f(Xq)

(1� �)r(E) + �
:

5.4.2 Constant density bounded class

A constant density bounded joint credal set is:

�(r( ~X)) =

(
p( ~X) : (1=�)

Y
i

ri � p( ~X) � �
Y
i

ri; � > 1

)
:

Due to the 2-monotone character of the constant density bounded class, Expression

(B.2) can then be used to generate posterior envelopes, by plugging in the lower and
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upper envelopes generated through Expression (B.4). For lower and upper expectations,

Lavine's algorithm generates a convenient, iterative solution (Section 3.3). It is also

possible to produce lower and upper expectations in a non-iterative way through linear

programming (Section 3.5); constraints are obtained directly from the de�nition of the

constant density bounded class.

5.4.3 Total variation class

A total variation joint credal set is:

�(r( ~X)) =
n
p( ~X) : for any event A; jp(A)� r(A)j � �; � 2 (0; 1)

o
:

Almost all the discussion for the constant density bounded class applies to the total

variation class, because this class is also 2-monotone and has closed-form solutions for

lower and upper probabilities (Expression (B.5)). Again, lower and upper expectations

can be obtained through Lavine's algorithm or linear programming.

5.4.4 Constant density ratio class

A constant density ratio joint credal set is:

�(r( ~X)) =

(
p( ~X) : (1=�)

Y
i

ri � �p( ~X) � �
Y
i

ri; � > 1; for some � > 0

)
:

Closed-form expressions for posterior lower and upper envelopes can be obtained

because this class is invariant to marginalization and conditionalization (Expression

(B.6)) [181]. For lower and upper expectations, results from DeRobertis and Hartigan

[41] can be used to produce bracketing algorithms (Expressions (B.7) and (B.8)). A

linear fractional programming solution is also possible, using the fact that constraints

can be formed for any pair of subsets A and B in the domain of variable Xq:

p(Xq 2 AjE) � �2
r(Xq 2 AjE)

r(Xq 2 BjE)
p(Xq 2 BjE):
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5.5 Extending the algorithms

Previous sections focused on the calculation of upper bounds for the posterior probability

of the event fXq = Xqjg. Other problems can be solved using the same algorithms.

5.5.1 Non-atomic inferences

Several extensions to non-atomic events A are immediate. Linear programs solving

inferences with natural extension must enlarge the objective function to contain all rele-

vant terms for calculation of p(A;E). Enumeration or iterative algorithms are identical

for inferences with type-1 extensions, regardless of the nature of the events under con-

sideration. Finally, algorithms for global neighborhoods are identical for non-atomic

events.

Non-atomic events that involve several variables may be di�cult to solve; in this

case, sampling algorithms may be the only solution. For the particular case of global

neighborhoods, sampling methods proposed byWasserman and Kadane can be employed

(Appendix D).

5.5.2 Expected values for locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian net-

works

Several results and algorithms presented in this chapter apply to calculation of lower

and upper expectation without signi�cant changes. Linear programs solving inferences

with natural extension must only modify the objective function to contain all the terms

and coe�cients that are involved in the calculation of an expectation. Enumeration

algorithms for inference with type-1 extensions follow the same principle: replicate a

standard Bayesian algorithm for each one of the vertices of the joint credal set.
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For gradient-based algorithms in type-1 extension, it is necessary to obtain an ex-

pression for the derivative of an expectation with respect to a probability value (an

analogue to Expression (5.11)). Because expectations are linear combinations of prob-

ability values, the derivative of an expectation is a linear combination of terms de�ned

by Expression (5.11).

Algorithms such as QEM (Appendix C) or deterministic global optimization with

Tessem's bounds (Section 5.3.2) are speci�c to probability calculations and do not extend

to expectations.

5.5.3 Lower and upper variances

Calculation of bounds for variances in a Quasi-Bayesian network is a great challenge be-

cause the expression for Vp[Xq] is quadratic on the probability values. Walley's variance

envelope theorem [179, theorem G2] can be used to produce a convergent algorithm for

lower and upper variances.

Walley demonstrates that V [Xq] = min�(E[(Xq � �)2]) and V [Xq] = min�(E[(Xq �

�)2]). The calculation of lower and upper variances becomes a unidimensional optimiza-

tion problem, which can be solved by discretizing � (note that � can only be larger than

zero and smaller than the square of the largest value of Xq). Lower and upper variances

are then obtained by repeated calculation of lower and upper expectation for (Xq ��)2.

5.5.4 Decision making with Quasi-Bayesian networks

In Quasi-Bayesian theory, it is not always possible to select a single course of action that

maximizes expected utility for all distributions in a credal set (Section 2.6). Several

strategies are possible to select a best decision.

As an example, consider the most probable explanation problem (MPE). The stan-
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dard MPE aims at a con�guration of variables that maximizes the probability of the

evidence. Generating MPE solutions for all possible distributions in the credal set may

be too expensive; alternative solutions are:

� Find the con�guration of variables that maximizes the upper posterior envelope:

max
X2f ~XnEg

p (E) : (5.12)

If a type-1 extension is considered, a basic transformation can be applied to the

Quasi-Bayesian network; Expression (5.12) becomes:

max
fZ0

i
g;X2f ~XnEg

p( ~X; fZ 0
ig);

which is equivalent to a standard Bayesian network MPE problem [38] on the

transformed network.

� Find the con�guration of variables that maximizes the lower posterior envelope:

max
X2f ~XnEg

p (E) : (5.13)

Despite its intuitive appeal, this approach is challenging because it is a maxmin

problem; at the present time no e�cient algorithm for maxmin optimization in

graphical models has been proposed.

5.6 Experiments with the JavaBayes system

I have performed tests and evaluations with a number of Bayesian networks available in

the literature:

� The DogProblem network, described by Charniak [24] as an example of a simple

Bayesian network.
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� The CarStarts network, a collection of information on car troubleshooting, de-

scribed by Heckerman et al. [70].

� The Alarm network, part of a system for patient monitoring [8].

� The Hail�nder network, the product of an ongoing research project to automate

weather forecast (available in the world-wide-web).

The DogProblem and CarStarts networks are �ctitious. The Alarm and Hail�nder net-

works are large networks with many interactions, built for real applications; the latter

network contains 56 variables.

As a result of my tests, I identi�ed a number of algorithms that I considered mature

enough for widespread use: I selected models that were useful, relatively easy to under-

stand, and that were associated with algorithms with strong performance guarantees

and were reasonably e�ective from a computational point of view. I implemented these

algorithms in a system for Quasi-Bayesian inferences called JavaBayes, which I have

publicly distributed. The system can produce exact inferences for type-1 extensions and

for all global neighborhoods described in this chapter.

The JavaBayes system is a portable inference engine for graphical models; the sys-

tem is written in Java and can run in any computing platform that supports the Java

virtual machine. JavaBayes uses the bucket elimination algorithm to calculate posterior

marginals and expectations, and to obtain maximum a posteriori explanations; these

algorithms are described in Appendix E.

The system contains a graphical interface, a core inference engine and a parser. The

graphical editor is based on code shared by Sreekanth Nagarajan and Bruce D'Ambrosio.

The JavaBayes interface is composed of two frames. The JavaBayes editor window con-

trols the graphical description of a network, displaying nodes, arcs and variable names.

The JavaBayes console window provides control for options and �les, and displays results

for requested inferences. The parser in JavaBayes is responsible for loading Bayesian

networks from local �les or remote locations in the world-wide-web. The Interchange-
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Format used in JavaBayes parser is based on the Bayesian Network Interchange Format

presented and discussed at the Uncertainty in AI Conference, 1996. The Interchange-

Format has greatly bene�ted from discussions with Bruce D'Ambrosio, Sreekanth Na-

garajan, Wray Buntine and Chao-Lin Liu.

Plate 5.2 shows the complete system, operating with the Hail�nder network. Green

nodes are associated either with single probability distributions or credal sets. Blue

nodes have their values �xed; the collection of all blue nodes is the evidence used by the

system.

The JavaBayes system has been freely available, and it has been used for research

and teaching purposes in a variety of institutions. The system provides an environment

that is appropriate for inferences with standard Bayesian distributions, and exible

enough to accommodate inferences with very general convex sets of distributions. Ad-

ditional technical information about JavaBayes can be found in the world-wide-web at

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~javabayes.

The next section consider illustrative examples of the type of robustness analysis

that can be performed with the JavaBayes system.

5.6.1 The DogProblem network

Suppose a �ctitious character X is going home, and X wants to know what is the

probability that X's dog is out given that X does not hear it barking. The following

information is known (Plate 4.1). If X's family is out, often the lights are on. The dog

is usually out in the yard when the family is out or when the dog has health problems.

And if the dog is in the yard, it probably barks. The several relationships in the example

are captured by the probability distributions in Table 5.1.

Suppose the probabilities in Table 5.1 are speci�ed as a base network, but 5% of the

probability mass is unspeci�ed. This de�nes an �-contaminated global credal set with
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true false

p(family out) 0.40 0.60

p(unhealthy dog) 0.40 0.60

p(lights onjfamily out) 0.60 0.40

p(lights onjfamily home) 0.05 0.95

p(dog outjfamily out, unhealthy dog) 0.80 0.20

p(dog outjfamily out, healthy dog) 0.80 0.20

p(dog outjfamily home, unhealty dog) 0.70 0.30

p(dog outjfamily home, healthy dog) 0.30 0.70

p(hear barkjdog out) 0.60 0.40

p(hear barkjdog in) 0.30 0.70

Table 5.1: Probability distributions for the family at home problem.

� = 0:05. With evidence E = f dog quiet g, bounds on all posterior probabilities can

be generated. For example, p(family home) = 0:6865, p(family home) = 0:7782; also,

p(family out) = 0:2217 and p(family out) = 0:3135. The inference that X's family is at

home given the evidence is robust: there is no probabilistic model for this problem that

indicates otherwise. On the other hand, we have p(dog out) = 0:4155, p(dog out) =

0:5072; we also obtain p(dog in) = 0:4928 and p(dog in) = 0:5845. Note that the

intervals overlap, indicating that the evidence cannot robustly assert whether the dog

is in or out. More evidence is necessary to answer this question.

5.6.2 The CarStarts network

Consider a troubleshooting problem where the objective is to analyze the state of a

car [70] (Plate 4.1). The problem involves 17 variables and several deterministic and

stochastic relationships. Suppose there is some imprecision in the probability values for

two variables. First, take the variable BatteryAge, which has two values, Old and New.

Suppose this variable is associated with an �-contaminated credal set where � = 0:2 and
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BatteryPower ! Good Poor

Lights = Work 0.8 0

Lights = NoLight 0.2 1

BatteryPower ! Good Poor

Lights = Work 0.944444 0

Lights = NoLight 0.055555 1

Table 5.2: Vertices for the conditional credal set p(LightsjBatteryPower).

p(BatteryAge) = (0:75; 0:25). Consequently, this variable is associated with a �nitely

generated credal set with vertices (0:8; 0:2) and (0:6; 0:4). Second, take the binary

variable Lights, which depends on the binary variable BatteryPower. Suppose the expert

de�nes the conditional distribution depicted in Table 5.2.

This model can be inserted into JavaBayes together with arbitrary evidence. For

example, if the variable Starts is set to No, the posterior lower bounds for the binary

variable BatteryPower are (0.7037, 0.2702) and the posterior upper bounds are (0.7297,

0.2963).

Consider now an analysis based on global perturbations. Suppose the expert who

constructed the network was relatively imprecise with respect to the structure of the

network and the probability values, and expressed the opinion that the probability odds

were accurate only within 20% of the elicited values. One way to interpret this statement

is to assume a constant density ratio class, with the constraint that the constant �

de�ning the class satis�es:

�2 �
1

�2
= 0:2:

This leads to a constant density ratio global credal set with � = 1:05118. Conduct a

robustness analysis by �xing the evidence to be that the car does not start (the variable

Starts is �xed to the value No), and examine the bounds on the posterior probabilities

for the other variables in the network. This quick analysis allows us to establish that

the network is in fact robust: for all variables, it is always possible to choose a de�nite

answer because the intervals of posterior probabilities never overlap.

These experiments build some important intuition regarding the situations where
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networks are (and are not) robust. A network with extreme values and logical relation-

ships, like the CarStarts network, tends to provide more robust solutions. Note that

the distributions in Table 5.1 do not have extreme values; this causes the DogProblem

network to fail in robustness.

5.6.3 The Alarm network

The Alarm network contains a large body of knowledge about the equipment typically

used to monitor patients in hospitals (Plate 5.1); the network contains variables that

represent symptons and variables that represent possible causes for medical problems.

For example, the variable Press conveys information about the measured pressure for

a patient, while the variable Insu�Anesth indicates whether or not anesthesia has been

applied to the patient.

Given the large number of nodes in the Alarm network, di�erences between global

neighborhoods can be easily explored. Figure 5.2 displays lower and upper probability

bounds for global neighborhoods, obtained using JavaBayes. All graphs show bounds

for the probability value p(ExpCO2 is Zero).

First consider an �-contaminated neighborhood imposed on the network without any

evidence (top left graph in the �gure). As expected, the bounds for an �-contaminated

class grow linearly with �. When evidence is present, the bounds have a nonlinear

character and grow much faster than �. The top right graph in the �gure depicts the

lower and upper probability bounds for the following evidence: Hypovolemia is True,

Insu�Anesth is False, KinkedTube is True, VentTube is Normal, MinVol is Zero, and

BP is High. This evidence supports the fact that ExpCO2 must be Zero, but as the

value of � increases, the bounds for p(ExpCO2 is Zero) become virtually vacuous.

Similar experiments are displayed in the bottom left and right graphs of Figure 5.2

for the constant density ratio class. The bounds for the constant density ratio class grow

more slowly than the bounds for the �-contaminated class. This is due to the relative
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Plate 5.1: The Alarm network in JavaBayes.
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Figure 5.2: Global neighborhoods in the Alarm network: �-contaminated without evi-

dence (top left), �-contaminated with evidence (top right), constant density ratio without

evidence (bottom left), constant density ratio with evidence (bottom right).

smoothness of distribution in the constant density ratio class; an �-contaminated class

admits distributions with highly concentrated probability mass, a fact that generally

leads to large probability bounds.

5.6.4 The Hail�nder network

The Hail�nder network is one of the largest graphical models available in the literature;

the network is notable because it is dense, its variables have a large number of values, and

there are no logical relationships among variables (Plate 5.2). The Hail�nder network

is an appropriate testbed to evaluate the performance and to determine the limits of

JavaBayes.

The most challenging inference performed by JavaBayes is the computation of ex-

pected values for type-1 extensions. JavaBayes builds the CCM transform of a given
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Number of vertices for the type-1 extension Inference time (seconds)

840 <1

3360 2

6720 4

26880 9

44800 12

67200 18

134400 35

Table 5.3: Inferences with the Hail�nder network

Quasi-Bayesian network and runs a bucket elimination algorithm on the transformed

network. All vertices of the type-1 extension are generated and checked in a single run

of the inference procedure.

Table 5.3 shows the results of multiple runs with JavaBayes. The average number of

values for variables associated with local credal sets is 4.16. Times reported in the table

measure the complete inference cycle, from user input requesting a new computation to

display of results. A Silicon Graphics Impact workstation, with 128MBytes of memory,

was used to conduct these tests. Inferences with less than a thousand vertices are

di�cult to measure because computations are almost instantaneous. Inferences with

more than 150 thousand vertices exhaust computer memory. Note that a very large

number of vertices can be processed by the algorithm. If all variables were binary, up

to 12 local credal sets could be handled simultaneously by the system. For an analysis

that requires more than 150 thousands vertices to be processed simultaneously, it is

necessary to resort to global neighborhoods. The objective of the system is to provide

exact algorithms that can handle both situations: for small, localized perturbations,

type-1 extensions are more appropriate, for large, wide-ranging perturbations, global

neighborhoods are adequate.
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Plate 5.2: The Hail�nder network in JavaBayes.
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5.7 Discussion

The algorithms presented in this chapter cover a variety of models and display various

levels of complexity.

The main technical contributions are the �rst algorithms for inference with natural

extensions. Three types of constraints for natural extensions were considered:

� No irrelevance relations in the network. In this case, inference is solved by linear

fractional programming. The number of terms in the linear fractional program is

exponential in the number of network nodes.

� Irrelevance relations between nodes and their nondescendants. Again, inference is

solved by linear fractional programming. Nodes with a single conditional distri-

bution, which have no local credal sets as descendants, can be processed through

standard Bayesian inference. This seems to be the best compromise between repre-

sentational power and computational e�ort. Statements of irrelevance do simplify

the problem when most local credal sets are on the \top" of the network.

� Independence relations between nodes and their nondescendants. Constraints are

highly nonlinear and inference requires the explicit construction of the natural

extension. Nodes with a single conditional distribution, which have no local credal

sets as descendants, can be processed through standard Bayesian inference.

Type-1 extensions have several interesting properties, mostly coming from their close

connection to standard Bayesian networks (as discussed in Chapter 4). Type-1 exten-

sions are attractive conceptually and computationally; the drawback is that type-1 ex-

tensions are not derived from any direct requirement on preferences or decisions. My goal

was to unify and analyze several algorithms for type-1 extensions. I reviewed enumera-

tion methods and developed Gibbs sampling based on enumeration; derived closed-form

expressions for gradient-based optimization; explored the relationship between gradient
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calculations and graph faithfulness; and presented a branch-and-bound algorithm for

singly-connected networks.

Given the complexities of robustness analysis with local credal sets, the most prof-

itable strategy is to analyze small groups of variables separately. Exact algorithms may

be feasible in most such cases; exact algorithms also provide a foundation upon which

to generate and evaluate future approximations and simulations. For this reason, all

algorithms presented in this chapter produce exact answers, except for the discussion of

Gibbs sampling in type-1 extensions (Section 5.3.1) and the discussion of Monte Carlo

simulation in global neighborhoods (Section 5.5.1).

Finally, global neighborhoods require the least computational e�ort among all mod-

els analyzed in this chapter. Despite their conceptual simplicity, global neighborhoods

can represent rather dramatic variations in a base probabilistic model. Loose global

constraints on joint distributions induce large bounds on the probability of events, par-

ticularly events of small probability.
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Chapter 6

Position Estimation for Outdoor

Mobile Robots

This chapter presents a research project in Robotics and its solution through a Quasi-

Bayesian estimator. The project is the estimation of pose for a mobile robot in an open,

natural environment.

This chapter develops a new algorithm for outdoor position estimation. The algo-

rithm receives maps and images of the robot's environment, and generates lower and

upper bounds for the posterior probability of each possible position of the robot. Po-

sition estimates are compared using information in the lower and upper probability

bounds; the quality of an estimate is measured by the interval between lower and upper

probability bounds.

The algorithm is exact, handles sequences of measurements, and is particularly �t for

low-dimensional problems where grid representations can explicitly capture the space of

all possible estimates.
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6.1 Chapter roadmap

Section 6.2 describes the research project analyzed in this chapter. Section 6.3 reviews

relevant previous work.

Section 6.4 describes the strategy for the algorithm for position estimation and Sec-

tion 6.5 describes the algorithm in detail. The implementation of the algorithm is

reported in Chapter 7.

6.2 Research project

The problem of interest is how to estimate the pose of a mobile robot engaged in a

lunar or planetary mission. This research project was developed in the context of the

Lunar Rover group, a research team at the Robotics Institute focused on technologies

for robotic exploration of the lunar landscape [95, 189].

The pose of a robot is a six-dimensional vector that speci�es (Figure 6.1):

� The Cartesian coordinates of the center of the robot. The center of the robot is

de�ned here as the optical center of the camera that collects images of the robot's

environment.

� The attitude of the robot. Attitude is speci�ed by roll, pitch and yaw angles,

indicating rotation around the x, y, and z axis respectively [118]. The orientation

of the robot is the value of the yaw angle.

A topographic map of the robot's environment is assumed to be available. Given a

map, the two-dimensional position (the x, y coordinates) determines the elevation (the

z coordinate). A position (x; y) is denoted �.

A pose estimate can be generated with or without information about the initial state
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Figure 6.1: Pose for a mobile robot (viewed from above).

of the robot. At one extreme, the robot starts with a complete knowledge of its pose;

the robot is only required to update its pose. At the other extreme, the robot must

start by locating itself in a map without any prior information. The latter situation is

called the drop-o� problem [172, 173].

Sensors internal to a rover can measure only relative displacements, and are restricted

to addressing the pose updating problem (this technique is called dead reckoning) [16]. I

assume that any mobile robot has a dead reckoning system that is accurate to the extent

that errors incurred in relatively small displacements can be ignored. The purpose of

this assumption is to isolate the drop-o� problem from the updating problem: I assume

that pose can be updated without errors.

I focus on the drop-o� problem, because it is the most basic and challenging pose

estimation scenario; it is also the critical problem to be faced by a robotic probe landing

in a celestial body. With proper changes, updating problems can be addressed by the

method presented in this chapter.

6.3 Pose estimation

This section reviews relevant work in Robotics and several other �elds concerned with

absolute measurements of pose. Pose estimation is a �eld of great interest in Robotics
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[32, 82] and in marine [77], aeronautic [112], spatial [186] and terrestrial [168] navigation.

In the next subsections I review the techniques that are most relevant to the project

described in this chapter.

6.3.1 Outdoor navigation

On Earth, a popular technology for pose measurement is the GPS (Global Positioning

System), an array of arti�cial satellites that broadcast information about pose [58].

Any electronic device that collects signals from more than three satellites can calculate

pose with great accuracy. For civilian GPS, accuracy better than 100 meters is to be

expected at any given point on Earth. Special GPS receivers improve accuracy to a few

meters (for di�erential GPS receivers) and to a few centimeters (for phase-based GPS

receivers). The disadvantage of GPS is that receivers cannot get satellite signals when

satellites are occluded by trees, buildings, bridges, mountains, and even snow [168].

Other important methods for absolute angular measurements on Earth rely on physi-

cal phenomena. A compass uses the magnetic �eld to obtain yaw angles; an inclinometer

uses the gravitational �eld to obtain roll and pitch angles.

In the absence of physics-based sensors, angular measurements must rely on the

identi�cation of natural or arti�cial landmarks. In marine navigation, towers and lights

are used as reference points for pose determination [77]. Landmarks do not need to be

passive; pose can be obtained through the emission of electro-magnetic waves by various

�xed stations [177]. For example, the LORAN (for Long Range Navigation) system

provides an array of stations that provide such signals for navigation on Earth [58].

When landmarks are not visible on Earth, marine navigators use the Sun and other

celestial bodies as landmarks [35]. Celestial bodies are also employed in space appli-

cations, where three types of sensors are responsible for generating attitude estimates:

star sensors, Sun sensors and Earth sensors [186].
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Amobile robot performing a long traverse on the Moon or other celestial bodies poses

a great challenge for position estimation technologies. There is no GPS infrastructure;

there is no strong gravitational �eld for inclinometers; there is no strong magnetic �eld

for compass measurements. But celestial bodies without atmosphere, such as the Moon,

are ideal for celestial measurements. A star sensor can then be used to obtain very

accurate roll, pitch and yaw [186]. It is even possible to use star sensors to obtain rough

estimates of position (on the order of a dozen miles) [35, 98].

Most of the previous discussion is equally valid for marine and terrestrial navigation.

One exception is the fact that a compass measurement is far more reliable in the sea

than on earth. A marine compass is usually calibrated and kept in the same magnetic

environment; on earth the variations in magnetic �eld cannot be completely suppressed.

In my experiments, I veri�ed that compass measurements can be seriously a�ected

by the presence of metallic objects. To produce accurate orientation measurements, it

is necessary to isolate the compass from metallic objects and to calibrate it carefully. In

some cases I could follow this procedure (for example, for data collected in Pittsburgh),

but in many cases I had to tolerate and to account for compass errors (this point is

further discussed in Chapter 7).

The conclusion is that roll, pitch and yaw angles can be measured by appropriate

equipment: either compass and inclinometers on Earth, or by Sun and star trackers on

lunar and planetary missions.

6.3.2 Absolute pose estimation for mobile robots

Pose estimation has been investigated by a number of researchers in Robotics during

the last decade. The work can be classi�ed in a variety of ways.
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Quantitative estimation

Most mobile robots seek quantitative, numeric answers to questions regarding position

estimates. The search for the best position estimate can be conducted in two di�erent

spaces: (1) the space of correspondences between image and map features, or (2) the

space of position estimates.

Most algorithms for localization based on vision use correspondences between image

and map features [5, 93, 94]. The mathematical aspects of this approach have been

extensively explored and reviewed [49, 68, 69]. The use of correspondences between

image and map features is inspired by object recognition techniques [62].

The search for position estimates can also be conducted in the space of position

estimates itself. To make the problem amenable to a search algorithm, the space of

position estimates must be quantized. Several types of discretizations have been used

in conjunction with tools from probability theory.

One possibility is to use partially observable Markov processes to model environments

at a coarse resolution [23, 90].

Another possibility is to represent the space of position estimates by a grid at the

largest possible resolution [19, 146]. The idea is to evaluate the probability of each posi-

tion in a two-dimensional array and select the estimate that has the highest probability.

This grid-based approach is inspired on the occupancy grid method for map making

[45, 46, 121, 122]. Combinations of grid-based approaches and other methods, such as

partially observed Markov processes, have been implemented [90, 176].

Grid-based methods have also been tested for outdoor mobile robots. A quantitative

approach seeks to produce a single, best position estimate. Work by Stein and Medioni

[165], Talluri and Aggarwal [170], and Naval et al. [125] pursue this idea.

Talluri and Aggarwal assume that orientation is known and conduct their search for

the best estimate in the space of pose estimates. A preliminary search in the space of
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all estimates is conducted. For each possible pose, four points in the skyline (points at

East, North, West and South) are tentatively matched to the skyline. Bad matches are

discarded. Once a small number of candidate estimates remains, the image skyline is

compared to the skyline rendered from each one of the candidate estimates. The estimate

with the best match is the best estimate. Simulation results indicate an average accuracy

of 26 meters for noise-free images, and of 55 meters for images corrupted with Gaussian

noise.

Unfortunately, my experience indicates that assumptions in Talluri and Aggarwal's

work are highly arti�cial. The use of only four skyline points to prune estimates is

certain to cause problems in real images. Outdoor imagery contains terrain formations

that can a�ect signi�cant portions of the skyline. Despite these di�culties, there is

an important insight in this work: the skyline contains most of the information in the

terrain.

A more practical approach is advocated by Stein and Medioni, who use the full

skyline but approximate it by line segments. Their estimation algorithm compares

these segments to the image skyline. The position estimate with the best match is the

best estimate (orientation is assumed to be known).

Stein and Medioni report good results with a panoramic image (between 300 and

600 meters accuracy). To generate a fast algorithm, they precompute the line segments

and subsample the topographic map; for their result, the resolution of the map is 300

meters. There is an important insight in this work: to e�ciently search in pose space,

it is necessary to precompute as much information as possible.

A di�erent, feature-based, strategy is followed by Naval et al. [125]. They search in

the space of correspondences; for each possible match between image and map features,

they generate a pose estimate. Several images (32 images) of a single location have been

processed by their system, with accuracy results as good as 90 meters, and mean accu-

racy of 373 meters. These results are impressive because orientation is also estimated.

Unfortunately, the exhaustive search for correspondences consumes enormous resources:
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the mean processing time for each image is 1 hour and 36 minutes.

Qualitative estimation

In addition to the methods described above, position can be estimated qualitatively:

instead of precise geometric estimates, only topological relationships are produced. This

approach has been implemented in several indoor robots [91, 190].

The qualitative approach to estimation has been suggested and implemented in out-

door scenarios.

The work of Levitt et al. [107] proposes a number of qualitative, topological con-

straints that can be used to generate region-based estimates for position and orientation.

The constraints are based on the detection of natural landmarks.

The work by Thompson et al. extends qualitative navigation concepts to a complete

computational theory of localization [9, 73, 172] and to a complete system for position

estimation [173, 174]. The work is highly motivated by biological examples, including

cues and techniques used by experts to perform geometric reasoning; given the mix of

qualitative reasoning and quantitative calculations, Thompson et al. call their work

\inexact" navigation. The result of this reasoning is a region where the camera must

be in a map. The region-based estimates generated by their system encode information

about the \stability" of the geometric inference; the larger the region, the poorer the

estimate [168]. The system produces region-based estimates, called areas of uncertainty

[167], using correspondences between image and map features to produce pose estimates.

The system generated an area of uncertainty of 0.1405 km2 around the correct pose when

tested with a panoramic image (for comparison purposes, 0.1405 km2 is the area of a

square with 375 meters in each side). This result is particularly impressive because

position and orientation are estimated from visual information alone.
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Feature-based and signal-based approaches

Another possible classi�cation for pose estimation algorithms focuses on the form of

the search procedure [173], instead of focusing on the di�erences between quantitative

and qualitative approaches. Feature-based methods focus on correspondences among

features; signal-based methods focus on correspondences among dense structures in the

image.

Thompson et al. and Naval et al. describe feature-based systems that employ natural

landmarks, such as peaks and depressions.

Talluri and Aggarwal, and Stein and Medioni describe signal-based systems that

employ structures directly obtained from the incoming images, such as the skyline.

6.4 A strategy for position estimation

Building on the issues discussed in the previous sections, I now describe the ideas behind

a new algorithm for position estimation in natural, open environments. My objective is

to devise a method for pose estimation in a drop-o� situation, where:

� A topographic map of the robot's environment is provided.

� Images of the robot's environment are collected.

� Roll, pitch, yaw angles are measured either by compass and inclinometers (on

Earth, during tests), or by celestial sensors (on lunar or planetary missions).

Visual information must be used in this project because sonar can only work when

immersed in a thick atmosphere, and laser range�nders would use moving parts and

require excessive power consumption.
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Quantitative vs. qualitative

The �rst question is whether to pursue a quantitative or a qualitative approach.

A quantitative approach can capture all statistical aspects of visual data and prior

information about pose (if any), and generate a single position estimate. The disad-

vantage of a quantitative approach is that it does not produce information about the

\quality" (or \stability", or \robustness") of the estimate. A region-based measure is a

more compelling, intuitive display of estimate quality.

My solution is to derive an algorithm that can generate a single position estimate

and also capture the quality of the estimate through a region-based measure.

Feature-based vs. signal-based

The second question is whether to pursue a feature-based or a signal-based strategy.

My �rst implementation of a system for outdoor position estimation followed a

feature-based approach. Triples of landmarks were selected; from these triples, candi-

date pose estimates were generated. Each candidate estimate was then veri�ed against

other landmarks in the image.

I made experiments with this system in Pittsburgh, where the skyline is mostly

smooth, with small, round hills. Given the small size of features, small measurement

errors can easily corrupt the estimates to the point where the correct estimates are

discarded in the veri�cation procedure.

On the basis of these experiments, I decided to pursue a signal-based approach. The

resulting algorithm is signal-based; it uses all points in the skyline to evaluate poses and

avoid correspondence errors and mistakes. The algorithm demonstrates how to take the

preliminary e�orts of Medioni and Stein and Talluri and Aggarwal to full realization.

Other panorama features and topographic formations could be used to evaluate
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poses; this strategy would produce a mix of feature-based and signal-based approaches.

I decided to concentrate on the skyline for two reasons. First, the skyline is by far

the most salient feature in any panorama; for environments with small mountains, or

mountains that are relatively far away, the skyline contains almost all available infor-

mation. Second, lunar environments are notoriously devoid of any texture, as described

in reports from the Apollo missions [72]. My experiments with lunar data (Chapter 7)

revealed that, while the skyline could be easily and accurately detected, no other fea-

tures were available for matching. Future work must investigate methods that combine

the feature-based methods with the dense matching algorithm used here.

6.5 The position estimation algorithm

This section presents the technical aspects of the position estimation algorithm; the

algorithm is quantitative, performs signal-based matching in a grid representation, and

produces estimates through Quasi-Bayesian inference.

The algorithm is based on a grid representation of the space of position estimates.

The topographic map of the robot's environment is discretized; each possible position

in the map is evaluated given visual imagery from the robot. Such a grid representation

assumes that the environment is relatively smooth; this assumption is veri�ed in most

natural landscapes. This smoothness could be further exploited by analyzing grids at

varying levels of resolution, so that large areas in the map could be discarded quickly.

To simplify the presentation, assume that a full 360 degree panorama is available,

and the image skyline is extracted from this panorama. Denote the image skyline by s.

An arbitrary position � is evaluated by comparing the image skyline with the rendered

skyline for �. Denote the rendered skyline for � by s(�).

The algorithm works by constructing a measure e(�) for each position � in the

gridded map. Call e(�) the value of the position �; e evaluates the match between
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the image skyline s and the rendered skyline s(�). Estimates are compared through

the values of e(�). The next sections describe how an interval-valued function e is

constructed by the algorithm.

Chapter 7 discusses how to precompute, store and handle the rendered skylines

e�ciently, so that all points in the skyline can be used to compute the function e.

6.5.1 Evaluating estimates

A numeric evaluation function e(�) must provide a mechanism to compare estimates.

An evaluation function should also indicate the quality of estimates in an e�cient, simple

manner.

Information about the relative quality of estimates is crucial because it indicates

how discriminant are the images collected by the robot. The estimates generated from

featureless images are likely to depend on small changes in the skyline; in other words,

the estimates are not robust with respect to small variations in the measurements.

A scalar numeric function e(�) can be used to select a single best estimate. For

example, e(�) may be the posterior probability for �, mimicking the occupancy grid

approach described in Section 6.3.2. The di�culty with a scalar posterior probability

is that, given a best estimate, the only way to actually �nd how good the estimate is,

compared to other estimates, is to look at the posterior distribution.

The most direct way to indicate the quality of the estimation procedure is to associate

a region with each estimate (this solution is based on the work on areas of uncertainty

by Thompson et al., described in Section 6.3.2). Consider a position estimate �. Call

R(�) the collection of all estimates that are, given the quality of the data, essentially

equivalent to �. The larger the region R(�), the less sharp and discriminant is the

estimate.

The Viper algorithm (for Visual Position Estimator for Rovers), described in the
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Figure 6.2: Judging interval estimates.

next section, formalizes the construction of region-based measures of estimation quality.

6.5.2 Interval-valued e(�): the Viper algorithm

The key idea in the Viper algorithm is to use an interval-valued function e(�).

Suppose e(�) is de�ned by an interval [e(�); e(�)]. All values of e(�) can be repre-

sented by two grids, a lower grid for e(�) and an upper grid for e(�). Any value of e(�)

between the lower and upper grids can be used to generate a single point estimate.

The interval-valued nature of e(�) induces regions of equivalent estimates. This

situation is illustrated in the one-dimensional case in Figure 6.2. Estimate (4) is the

best single estimate. Estimates (1), (2), (3), (6) and (8) are inferior to (4). But estimates

(5) and (7) are equivalent to (4) with respect to interval evaluation.

This is the idea explored in the Viper algorithm. Consider an interval-valued function

e(�) and an estimate �0 that maximizes e(�). This estimate is associated with the region

R(�0) of equivalent estimates:

R(�0) = f� : e(�) > e(�0)g :

The larger the region R(�0), the larger the intervals for estimates. This indicates poor
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data quality.

The description above does not specify how to create a meaningful interval-valued

function e(�). The next section shows how this can be done with Quasi-Bayesian tools.

6.5.3 Quasi-Bayesian formulation for the Viper algorithm

The objective of this section is to formalize the calculation of e(�) through Quasi-

Bayesian techniques, using results that were developed in Chapters 2 and 3.

The idea is to generate the interval-valued function e(�) through convex sets of distri-

bution (credal sets). Suppose that a posterior credal setK(�js) contains all distributions

that summarize information given by the skyline. Take the evaluation function e(�) to

be the interval [p (�js) ; p (�js)] given by the lower and upper envelopes of K(�js):

p (�js) = min
p2K

p(�js); p (�js) = max
p2K

p(�js):

To de�ne a posterior credal set, it is necessary to specify a prior credal set K(�)

containing prior distributions for �, and a conditional credal set K(sj�) containing

likelihood functions for the skyline s given �. The prior credal set translates informa-

tion about the robot position before data is acquired; a sharp distribution leads to an

updating problem, whereas a uniform distribution leads to a drop-o� problem. The

conditional credal set reects both measurement errors and the indeterminacy in the

modeling process.

This Quasi-Bayesian formulation captures all essential aspects of the estimation

problem. The remaining issues are: (1) selecting models for the prior and conditional

credal sets, (2) deriving an algorithm for calculation of the posterior envelopes.

I consider models de�ned through density bounded classes (Appendix B.4). A density

bounded class is the set of all distributions p that are within speci�ed lower and upper
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bounds of the form:

l0 � p � l00:

The lower bounds are given by a non-negative function l0 such that
P

i l
0
i � 1. The upper

bounds are given by a non-negative function l00 such that
P

i l
00
i � 1.

Density bounded classes are very exible and can be de�ned by a small number

of parameters; speci�c density bounded classes for position estimation are discussed in

Chapter 7.

The next subsections present the particular models used by the Viper algorithm and

describes the method used to obtain the posterior envelopes that de�ne the evaluation

function e(�).

Prior credal set

Assume the prior credal set K(�) is the set of all prior distributions such that l0 �

p � l00, where l0 and l00 are arbitrary non-negative functions so that
P

� l
0(�) � 1 andP

� l
00(�) � 1. De�ne the lower and upper prior envelopes:

p (�) = max

0
@l0(�); 1 � X

�0 6=�

l00(�0)

1
A ; p (�) = min

0
@l00(�); 1 � X

�0 6=�

l0(�)

1
A : (6.1)

Conditional credal set

Assume the conditional credal set K(sj�) is also de�ned by density bounded classes;

K(sj�) is the set of all distributions l0(sj�) � p(sj�) � l00(sj�), where l0(sj�) and l00(sj�)

are arbitrary non-negative functions so that
P

s l
0(sj�) � 1 and

P
s l

00(sj�) � 1, for all

�. De�ne the lower and upper likelihoods (Section 2.4.5):

L(sj�) = max

0
@l0(sj�); 1� X

s0 6=s

l00(sj�0)

1
A ; U(sj�) = min

0
@l00(sj�); 1� X

s0 6=s

l0(sj�0)

1
A :

(6.2)
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Posterior credal set

The posterior credal set K(�js) is obtained by application of Bayes rule on distributions

from K(�) and K(sj�) (Section 2.4.5). Exact expressions for posterior envelopes are

derived in Section 3.5.2; these expressions are repeated here with proper notation.

For a particular position estimate �i:

p (�ijs) =
L(sj�i)p0(�i)

L(sj�i)p0(�i) +
P

j 6=i U(sj�j)p0(�j)
; (6.3)

p (�ijs) =
U(sj�i)p00(�i)

U(sj�i)p00(�i) +
P

j 6=i L(sj�j)p00(�j)
: (6.4)

The distributions p0(�) and p00(�) are constructed in the following way.

� Set p0(�i) = p (�i) and place as much probability mass as possible in the values of

� with largest upper likelihood.

� Set p00(�i) = p (�i) and place as much probability mass as possible in the values

of � with smallest lower likelihood.

Sequences of measurements

Suppose panoramas s1 and s2 are collected in di�erent locations. The displacement

between these locations is assumed known. As stated in theorem 5 (Chapter 2), Ex-

pressions (6.3) and (6.4) are still valid once the lower and upper likelihoods for s1 and

s2 are computed.

A reasonable assumption is that s1 are s2 are independent given �. To build

an independent model for p(s1; s2j�), form the set of all such distributions by cross-

multiplication of p(s1j�) and p(s2j�). This is the type-1 extension of the independent

conditionals (Section 2.4.6).
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Given that conditional distributions for s1 and s2 can be selected independently,

the lower and upper likelihoods are just the direct multiplication of lower and upper

envelopes:

L(s1; s2j�) = L(s1j�)L(s2j�); U(s1; s2j�) = U(s1j�)U(s2j�):

The key point here is that the lower and upper likelihoods are combined before com-

bination with the prior credal set. This simple operation guarantees that the posterior

envelopes are exact, regardless of the number of skylines processed.

Summary of the Viper algorithm

De�ne six grids, each one containing all possible positions of the rover.

� The lower prior grid and the upper prior grid are �lled with the lower and upper

envelopes de�ned by Expression (6.1).

� As a skyline is measured, the lower likelihood grid and the upper likelihood grid

are �lled with the lower and upper envelopes de�ned by Expression (6.2).

� Sort the upper likelihoods in a vector in decreasing order (using quicksort).

� Sort the lower likelihoods in a vector in increasing order (using quicksort).

� The lower posterior grid for a position �i is obtained by generating the distribution

p0 in the following way. Set p0(�i) = p (�i). Start at the top of the sorted upper

likelihood vector; place as much prior probability mass as possible in the top

values, until the total prior probability mass is 1.

� The upper posterior grid for a position �i is obtained by generating the distribution

p00 in the following way. Set p00(�i) = p (�i). Start at the top of the sorted lower

likelihood vector; place as much prior probability mass as possible in the top

values, until the total prior probability mass is 1.
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Calculation of p0 and p00 is e�cient because most of their values do not change from

one position to another. Depending on the order of lower and upper likelihoods, only a

few values of p0(�) and p00(�) have to switch between p (�) and p (�) and vice-versa.

If the robot moves and takes another panoramic image, multiply the current lower

likelihood and the new lower likelihood, and multiply the current upper likelihood and

the new upper likelihood. Then obtain the posterior grids using the same method

described here.

6.6 Discussion

The Viper algorithm is unique in its simultaneous treatment of measurement errors

and estimation quality. The algorithm combines the best characteristics of previous

approaches in a principled, short derivation. Chapter 7 demonstrates how an e�cient

implementation leads to excellent pose estimation results with real data.

The Quasi-Bayesian formulation of the evaluation function e provides a solid foun-

dation for region-based estimation. This approach allows the function e to be tied to

experiments with the sensors, as described in Chapter 7. It is also possible to make ex-

plicit statements of independence and handle sequences of measurements in a uniform

manner. Finally, the construction of a numeric, but interval-valued, function e yields

both point and region-based estimates through a single procedure.

This chapter presented the analysis of a complex estimation problem in Robotics,

including the assessment of estimation issues that bene�t from robustness assessment

and the derivation of Quasi-Bayesian techniques to address these issues. This type

of discussion is not currently available in the literature. Despite the recognition that

convex sets of distributions can be useful in estimation, their applications are currently

restricted to the �eld of Robust Statistics.
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Chapter 7

The Viper System: the Visual

Position Estimator for Rovers

This chapter describes the Viper system, an interface for remote driving of mobile robots

with position estimation capabilities. I concentrate on the estimation engine that runs

in the Viper system.

The Viper system receives a sequence of images and a topographic map, and es-

timates the position of the camera in the topographic map. Position estimates are

produced by the algorithm developed in chapter 6. The algorithm employs a grid-based

representation to evaluate and compare estimates.

I present tests with the Viper system, using images from Pennsylvania, Utah and

California (in the United States), images from the Atacama desert (in Chile), and images

from the Apollo 17 landing site (on the Moon). In the summer of 1997, the Viper system

was selected to participate in the Atacama Desert Trek, a test of long-duration remote

driving and safeguarded locomotion performed by researchers in the Lunar Rover group

at the Robotics Institute. Results of this experience are also reported in this chapter.
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7.1 Chapter roadmap

Section 7.2 sketches the remote driving issues that led to the Viper system. Section 7.3

describes the overall software architecture of the system.

Section 7.4 describes the topographic maps used to test the Viper system. Sections

7.5 and 7.6 describe the software and hardware in the Viper system respectively. Section

7.7 presents results obtained with the Viper system.

7.2 Remote driving and position estimation

Remote driving a mobile robot is a di�cult and stressing task [2, 92]. One of the key

problems is getting lost: as reported by McGovern [119],

even with landmarks and a map of the course, they [remote driving opera-

tors] have not been able to determine how to return to the starting location

without assistance.

In the Lunar Rover group at the Robotics Institute, the emphasis is on remote

driving for long-duration lunar missions [95, 189]. Such missions present great chal-

lenges for remote driving interfaces, given the 5-second round-trip communication delay

and the lack of textures and gravity in the lunar environment [126]. Even astronauts

in the Apollo missions had great di�culty determining distances from mountains and

craters [72].

The Viper system was conceived to assist operators driving remote mobile robots.

The basic idea is to o�oad position estimation functions from the operator, so that the

operator can drive the robot without getting disoriented or lost.

Figure 7.1 summarizes the idea. The operator observes images from the rover and

looks at a topographic map of the imaged area. The position of the robot is unknown
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Figure 7.1: Improving teleoperation of remote mobile robots.

but constrained to a region inside the topographic map. The images are analyzed and

the position of the robot is estimated. Position information is overlaid on the maps

and on rover-acquired images, so that the operator can grasp the relationship between

images, maps and estimates. The interface presents an enhanced view of the robot's

environment to the operator, resembling the augmented reality systems used for training

and medical applications [6]. This approach di�ers from classical teleoperation, where

the operator can only access the raw images coming from the robot [115, 116].

I concentrate on the position estimation aspects of the Viper system. Other aspects

of the system, like user interface design or image registration, are only briey mentioned.

7.3 Overview of the Viper system

Plate 7.1 shows the basic elements of the Viper system:

� The user watches a stream of images and visualizes a topographic map. The

stream of images comes from a camera or from a recorded tape.

� The user can request the automatic construction of a panoramic image, the detec-

tion of the skyline in the panorama, and the generation of position estimates.
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Position estimates are generated through a grid-based search in the space of all

possible position estimates (Chapter 6). The �rst step in the estimation procedure is

the construction of a panorama from the raw images in the video window. The user

selects individual images, which are then stitched together into a single panoramic image.

The second step is the detection of the skyline in the panorama. The detected skyline

is superimposed to the panorama; note the red contour in the panorama in Plate 7.1.

The last step in the estimation procedure is the search for the best position estimate.

The best estimate is then displayed to the user and marked in the map as a black dot.

The interface displays three independent windows to the user. The map window dis-

plays topographic maps. The video window displays a stream of images. The panorama

window controls the formation of a panorama, the detection of the skyline, and the

presentation of position estimates.

In the map window, the user selects the size, color and projection of the topographic

map. Orthographic and perspective projections are available. In orthographic projec-

tion, the map is seen from above; in perspective projection, the map is rendered as

it would be seen from a point on the ground. Plate 7.1 shows a topographic map of

the Atacama desert in Chile rendered in orthographic projection. The map window is

designed after the maptool program distributed by the University of Utah Computer

Vision Group.

The video window displays the video signal that is connected to the workstation

video board. In this window, the user selects individual images with mouse clicks.

The panorama window controls the position estimation process. Every image se-

lected by the user is displayed in the panorama window. The user can then accept or

reject the image; if the image is accepted, the system automatically stitches the image

onto the current panorama (or starts a new panorama). After a complete panorama

is available in the panorama window, the user can activate the skyline detection algo-

rithm. The detected skyline is superimposed to the panorama; note the red contour in

the panorama in Plate 7.1. Once the skyline is detected, the user can ask for a posi-
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Plate 7.1: The Viper system.
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tion estimate. Position estimates are displayed both in the panorama and in the map

windows.

7.4 Topographic maps

The system was tested with digital topographic maps, following either the 7.5 minute

USGS format or the 1 degree USGS format [129]. Both formats specify rectangular

arrays of altitude values. A 7.5 minute map is a uniformly spaced grid with 30 meter

resolution. A 1 degree map is a uniformly spaced grid with 3 minute resolution.

Four sources provided the maps for regions of the United States, the Atacama desert

in Chile, and the Apollo 17 landing site on the Moon. Maps for areas in Pennsylvania

and California were purchased directly from the U. S. Geological Survey. The map for

the Wasatch mountains in Utah was produced and distributed by the University of Utah

Computer Vision Group. The map for the Atacama desert was purchased by the Lunar

Rover group for their tests with the Nomad robot. The map of the Apollo 17 landing site

was produced from the Apollo 17 topophotomap 43D1S1(50) [124] by Andrew Johnston

in the Smithsonian Institute.

7.5 System software

The Viper system is built on top of the Advanced Visualization System (AVS), a com-

mercial package geared toward manipulation of images and three-dimensional graphics.

All modules are coded in C language and run in a Silicon Graphics Impact R10000

workstation (195MHz processor) with a video board, 128MBytes of main memory and

4GBytes of disk memory.
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7.5.1 Panorama generation and skyline detection

To construct a panorama, images selected from the video window are �rst projected into

a cylindrical surface, and then the motion among images is estimated. Once the motion

is obtained, images can be transformed into a common spherical coordinate system and

stitched together.

The panorama generation algorithm begins with a coarse estimate of translational

motion, obtained with the Kuglin/Hines method [96, 169]. The method uses the phase

di�erence of the 2D Fourier transform of two images to estimate the translational dis-

placement between the images. This initial estimate of translational motion between

images is the seed for a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization procedure that extracts the

rigid motion between two images.

I coded the �rst version of the panorama generation algorithm, and Carlos Guestrin,

a visiting scholar in the Robotics Institute, coded the Levenberg-Marquardt step and

made improvements in the speed and the accuracy of the algorithm.

Every panorama has a center, de�ned as the center of the �rst image used to build

the panorama. Every pixel in a panorama corresponds to an angular displacement from

the center of the panorama. The system uses the camera focal length and the location

of image center pixel to calculate these angular displacements (Section 7.6).

Once a panorama is constructed, the user can ask the system to detect the skyline.

The skyline detection algorithm analyzes every column of the panorama separately. The

smoothed intensity gradient [78] is calculated from top to bottom. The system takes

the �rst pixel with gradient higher than a threshold to be a skyline element. Two user-

de�ned parameters control this procedure: (1) the size of the template used for Gaussian

smoothing; (2) the threshold that determines when a point belongs to the skyline.

The skyline detection algorithm takes one or two seconds to process a panorama

(tipically containing with 300 by 3500 pixels); the panorama for the Wasatch mountains
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in Utah is exceptionally large (370 by 6000 pixels) and requires four or �ve seconds for

processing.1

The skyline detection algorithm does not have any high-level concept about struc-

tures in the images. The algorithm does not attempt to avoid urban structures, and it

can be fooled by the presence of clouds. I did not implement more sophisticated reason-

ing schemes into the algorithm because the main purpose of the system is to serve as an

interface for lunar and planetary robotic missions, and the skyline is easily detectable

in these environments. For the tests reported here, the user can draw or delete portions

of the skyline, so that problems with clouds and urban structures are avoided by user

intervention.

7.5.2 Position estimation

The estimation algorithm follows the guidelines described in Chapter 6. A grid of

position estimates is the basic data structure used by the algorithm: there are lower

and upper grids for prior probability, likelihood and posterior probability.

The algorithm receives the image skyline and compares the image skyline with ren-

dered skylines. Each possible position estimate is associated with a rendered skyline;

Section 7.5.3 discusses the scheme used to store and manipulate rendered skylines.

Grid resolution

In all tests reported in this dissertation, the resolution of the estimation grids is de�ned

by the resolution of the digital topographic maps. For example, the grid for estimation

in the vicinity of Pittsburgh is a uniform grid with a 30 meter spacing between lines;

the grid for estimation in the Atacama desert is a grid with a 85 meter spacing between

1All timing values refer to the time elapsed from the start of an operation to the presentation of the

result to the user; variations are due to memory swapping and processor load.
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vertical lines and a 93 meter spacing between horizontal lines.

Position estimation in two steps

To improve e�ciency, the estimation algorithm implemented in the Viper system gen-

erates a single best position estimate and a region-based measure of estimation quality

in two distinct steps.

The �rst step concentrates on the generation of a single best position estimate.

Given a skyline s, the lower prior grid p (�) and the lower likelihood p (sj�) are formed.

The position estimate that maximizes the product p (�)� p (sj�) is then selected. This

position estimate is displayed to the user.

In the second estimation step, a region-based measure of estimation quality is calcu-

lated. The region-based measure is obtained by the Quasi-Bayesian algorithm described

in Section 6.5.

This scheme streamlines the time response of the system because the user gets a

position estimate in a relatively short time. For example, the system processes the

complete topographic map of Pittsburgh, which is a rectangular array with 468 � 367

points, in approximately 15 seconds. After this estimate is showed to the user, the system

runs the second estimation step and generates a region-based measure of estimation

quality.

Dealing with orientation errors

The algorithm in Section 6.5 assumes that orientation is measured accurately, but orien-

tation measurements are di�cult to obtain with good accuracy (Section 7.6). To remedy

this problem, the estimation procedure is enlarged to include the orientation � (yaw

angle). Instead of two-dimensional grids for position (x; y), three-dimensional grids for

(x; y; �) are generated. For a compass measurement �o � �, orientation values from
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�o � � to �o + � are considered in the search (in one-degree increments). The constant

� was �xed at 2 degrees in Pittsburgh and at 4 degrees in the Atacama desert.

The three-dimensional grid with position and orientation is used in the �rst step

only. After the best estimate of orientation �� is found, the system uses only the two-

dimensional slice (x; y; ��) in the second step.

Lower and upper priors and likelihoods

In the experiments reported in this dissertation, the lower and upper prior grids are

identical uniform distributions. This model represents the drop-o� problem, where no

information about the a priori relative weight of position estimates is provided.

Lower and upper likelihoods represent the characteristics of the skyline measure-

ments given that a position is �xed. The most e�ective way to obtain information

about this quantity is through experiments with the sensors used in the system. These

experiments are reported in Section 7.6.

7.5.3 Rendered skylines

The most time-consuming operation in the estimation algorithm is the comparison be-

tween the skyline detected in the panorama and the rendered skylines.

The key idea to speed-up the estimation algorithm is to precompute and store the

rendered skylines. Skylines are rendered from the topographic map in batch mode,

before any images are processed. A ray-tracing algorithm is used for rendering skylines,

based on Stein and Medioni's algorithm for construction of super-segments [165].

Any point in a skyline is de�ned by two angles, the azimuth and the elevation angles

(Figure 7.2). The azimuth measures the horizontal angular displacement from the East

point to the point in question. The elevation measures the vertical angular displacement
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Figure 7.2: Representing a skyline.

from the horizon line to the point in question.

Each rendered skyline is stored as a one-dimensional vector. A skyline vector contains

elevation values; azimuth angles are the indices of these values. A vector with 180

elevation values represents a skyline.

To save memory, the elevation angles are encoded into 128 levels. Each skyline vector

occupies 184 bytes of memory: 180 bytes to represent the azimuth angles and 4 bytes

to represent the encoding for elevation angles.

All rendered skylines for a map are stored in a single data structure (the AVS-speci�c

field structure). The memory occupied by the rendered skylines is a function of the

geographic area covered by the skylines. For example, tests with the Pittsburgh map

used a block of rendered skylines covering approximately 154 km2 (in a 30 meter grid).

Approximately 172 thousand rendered skylines are produced for this area; the encoded

skyline vectors occupy approximately 31MBytes. Another example is the map that

covers the Wasatch mountains area in Utah. Approximately 331 thousand rendered

skylines are needed to cover this area; the skylines occupy approximately 61MBytes.
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Figure 7.3: Testing the Viper system.

7.5.4 Displaying estimates

Once a position estimate is generated, the system:

� Marks the position estimate in the topographic map with a black dot (Plate 7.1).

� Writes the position estimate over the panorama.

� Displays the region-based measure of estimation quality.

7.6 System hardware

Experiments with the Viper system in Pittsburgh and in the Atacama desert used data

collected by a customized sensor platform. During outdoor data collection, images were

taped by a video cassete recorder, with signal coming from a camera on top of a rotatable

platform. The video cassete was then moved indoors, attached to the workstation video

board so that images could be processed (Figure 7.3).

The sensor platform features a camera, an electronic compass, two digital inclinome-

ters, and a di�erential GPS receiver. The sensor platform is attached to a tripod. Plate
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7.2 shows two pictures of the sensor platform in the Atacama desert. The second picture

shows the sensor platform attached to the Nomad robot.

A typical image acquisition sequence with the platform follows a sequence of steps:

(1) the camera is leveled using the inclinometers, (2) the compass is calibrated and

camera orientation is established, (3) the ground truth for position is established using

the GPS receiver, and (4) the camera is rotated around its vertical axis. The result of

this procedure is a sequence of images tagged with six-dimensional ground truth: both

the camera position and orientation are known.

The following equipment is used to test the Viper system:

� A Sony XC-003 color camera is used to collect images. The focal length and

image center are measured through a calibration procedure: images are processed

by the publicly available detecproj program [139], which produces estimates for

all camera parameters, including focal lenght and image center.

� A KVHAutocomp 1000/Azimuth 314AC digital heading sensor is used to measure

orientation. This device must be calibrated before operation; after calibration, the

expected accuracy is �0:5 degree.

� A Lucas Angle Star protractor provides a dual inclinometer system, with accuracy

of 0.1 degree.

� A Trimble SV6-CM3 receiver, coupled with the Accupoint DGPS receiver, pro-

cesses di�erential GPS signal with accuracy �3 meters; and a Garmin GPSII

receiver processes civilian GPS with accuracy � 100 meters. The Trimble receiver

was used in Pittsburgh and the Garmin receiver was used in the Atacama desert.

� A S-VHS Panasonic video cassete recorder AJ-5700 is used to tape video sequences.

The presence of metallic objects around the compass is the source of major distur-

bances. I found that to obtain reliable, accurate orientation measurements, I needed to
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carefully calibrate the compass at least ten meters away from any sizable metallic object.

I was able to do so in Pittsburgh, and obtain measurements with accuracy of roughly �2

degrees. In the Atacama desert, where conditions were substantially harsher, compass

measurements had an accuracy of roughly �4 degrees after calibration.

To obtain models for the image acquisition process, a series of experiments was set

up. The sensor platform was taken to open areas and its measurements were compared

with the measurements taken by a theodolite.2

Plate 7.2 shows a typical panorama used in these experiments. The elevation of

17 points in this panorama was calculated using data from the sensor platform. The

elevation of the same points was measured with the theodolite. The di�erences between

the two methods of measurement were then analyzed.

Even though the measurements of angular displacement obtained with the camera are

discrete, a Gaussian model was chosen to approximate the characteristics of the sensor

platform. A con�dence interval estimate was produced for the standard deviation of

the measurements; this interval measure de�nes the lower and upper likelihoods. The

use of con�dence intervals to generate lower and upper bounds of probability has been

advocated by Kyburg [15, 100, 101]; I followed this method to obtain lower and upper

envelopes for the measurements.

7.7 Experiments with the Viper system

The Viper system was tested in a variety of environments and terrain types. In this

section I review the performance of the system and discuss the insights and lessons

learned from the experiments.

The �rst tests with the Viper system were conducted in the summer of 1996. Imagery

from Pennsylvania and California was processed through a preliminary implementation

2A theodolite is a device used in Civil Engineering to measure angular displacements.
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Plate 7.2: The sensor platform.
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of the algorithms. Two panoramas were generated with a camera-tripod apparatus. For

the panorama generated in the Robotics Engineering Consortium in Pittsburgh, the

position estimate was o� by 87 meters. For a panorama generated by the Don Juan

Resort in California, the position estimate was o� 130 meters.

This initial experience with relatively uncalibrated imagery also led me to appreciate

the need for region-based measures of estimation quality. Even though the accuracy

of the results was excellent, their robustness was poor; small changes to the search

parameters could lead to larger errors. This insight led me to design an estimation

algorithm where a single estimate and a region-based measure are produced.

The current version of the Viper system was then built. The goal of the design was

to produce a rugged system, that could be easily tested in several terrains.

7.7.1 Tests in Pittsburgh

The Viper system was initially tested in Pittsburgh. Plate 7.3 illustrates these tests.

The topographic map covers approximately 154 km2. In all topographic maps, blue

indicates lower areas and red indicates higher areas.

The panoramas in Plate 7.3 are typical urban panoramas. Portions of the skyline

were deleted manually to avoid urban structures. Note that even with a substantial

portion of the skyline deleted, estimation is successful. For the REC (Robotics Engi-

neering Consortium) panorama, the best estimate is o� by 108 meters. For the Island

panorama, the best estimate is o� by 84 meters. For the Waterworks mall panorama,

the best estimate is o� by 153 meters.

The Pittsburgh panoramas contain relatively small, round mountains, but these

mountains are su�cient to discriminate among estimates e�ectively. The most e�ective

way to grasp the quality of the estimation results is to simultaneously observe the scalar

measure and the region-based measure associated with the best estimate.
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The estimation results presented on the top of Plate 7.3 show the region-based (left)

and scalar (right) measures for REC panorama. The two pictures on the left are region-

based measures: the red estimates are all equivalent to the best estimate, and the blue

estimates are all worse than the best estimate. The two pictures on the right are scalar

measures; blue is worst, red is best. The two pictures above the caption represent the

measures for the whole map, and the two pictures below the caption are details of the

top pictures.

Looking at the scalar measure, it is easy to verify where the best position estimates

are, and how they compare to each other, but it is di�cult to grasp whether the best

estimate is robust or not. The region-based measure clearly indicates that all the best

estimates are in fact grouped in a rather small region, and that these estimates are

signi�cantly better than all other estimates.

Finally, Plate 7.3 shows a comparison between a image skyline and a rendered skyline.

Note that the same structures can be detected in both skylines.

7.7.2 Apollo 17 and Wasatch mountains

Plate 7.4 shows maps and panoramas for the Apollo 17 landing site (best position

estimate is o� by 180 meters) and for the Wasatch mountains in Utah (best position

estimate is o� by 128 meters).

The Wasatch mountains panorama illustrate a situation where the estimation quality

is exceptional. The estimation results in Plate 7.4 show the scalar measure (right) for a

small portion of the map (the complete map cover approximately 300 km2); this function

is so peaked that it is di�cult to �nd the best estimate in the picture. The region-based

measure (left) reinforces this analysis: it indicates that no other estimate is equivalent

to the best estimate.
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7.7.3 The Atacama Desert Trek

In January 1997, the Viper system was selected to participate in the Atacama Desert

Trek [189], a large robotics project developed by the Lunar Rover group at the Robotics

Institute. The Nomad robot (top of Plate 7.2) traversed 220 kilometers in the Atacama

desert; the robot was remotely driven from a variety of locations, including the Carnegie

Science Center and the NASA Ames Research Center.

The Viper system was operated in the Atacama desert from July eighth to July

fourteenth by Carlos Guestrin. The system never crashed during the tests, and no

patches or upgrades had to be generated.

Seventeen panoramas were collected in widely di�erent areas, some featuring few

mountains and small elevations, other featuring the Andes and large active volcanoes.

Plate 7.5 shows the topographic map of the Atacama desert and three panoramas from

the desert. The map covers a large area; the yellow and red structures are the Andes.

Most of the data was collected near the left border of the blue area in the middle of the

map (called the Salar de Atacama).

The �rst panorama was taken July eighth; the position estimate is o� by 186 meters.

The second and third panoramas were taken July tenth. The accuracy of the estimates

obtained with each of them separately is rather poor. The best estimate for the second

panorama is o� by 327 meters; the best estimate for the third panorama is o� by 564

meters. But the estimate produced by both panoramas produces is o� by 194 meters.

This illustrates the bene�ts of using multiple panoramas to improve accuracy. Other

panoramas processed in the Atacama desert produced estimates with the same accuracy

(from 200 to 400 meters).

The estimation results in Plate 7.5 show how the scalar and region-based measures

can help the user understand the estimation results. The �rst result and second results

are produced by separate panoramas; the third result is produced by the combination

of the �rst two panoramas.
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The �rst result displays a large red area of equivalent estimates; this indicates that

information provided by the �rst panorama alone is relatively weak. The same conclu-

sion is valid for the second result. Finally, the third result displays a small region-based

measure: the combination of the �rst two panoramas dramatically increases the estima-

tion quality.

More details about the Atacama Desert Trek, including several panoramas acquired

in the desert, can be viewed in the world-wide-web at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~viper.

7.7.4 Random skyline

The Viper algorithm detects, through the size of the region estimates, situations where

not enough data is present to produce good position estimates. This behavior can be

tested by using a skyline that is completely random and bears no relationship to the

skylines that can be met in a certain area.

This test is depicted in Figure 7.4. The Viper algorithm is run with the Pittsburgh

data presented before, but now a totally random skyline is given to the algorithm. The

result is a somewhat fuzzy scalar measure (top right), and a completely degraded region-

based measure (top left). This situation should alert the operator that the detected

skyline is incorrect.

7.8 Discussion

The Viper system demonstrates the feasibility of accurate and fast position estimation

in natural, open environments. The system was tested in �ve completely di�erent types

of terrain, ranging from the low hills in Pittsburgh to the dramatic landscape of the

Andes and the Rockies.

Results indicate that the system can determine position estimates that with accuracy
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Plate 7.3: Results with imagery from Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania).
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Plate 7.5: Results with imagery from the Atacama desert.
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Figure 7.4: Position estimation with a random skyline: Pittsburgh panorama with ran-

dom skyline (bottom), region-based (top left) and scalar (top right) measures generated

by the Viper algorithm.

from 84 to 200 meters (with 7.5 minute maps) and accuracy from 186 to 564 meters (with

1 degree maps). The accuracy depends on the map resolution because the estimation

grids have the same resolution as the map. Overall, the system determines position with

accuracy from 2.5 to 6.5 map cells.

The position estimation algorithm in the Viper system handles grid structures that

are much larger than current structures reported in the literature. The size of the

areas handled by the algorithm and the techniques for storage and retrieval of rendered

skylines advance the state-of-the-art in mobile robot localization.

The Viper system provides e�ective region-based measures of estimation quality for

the operator; that is the distinguishing characteristic of the Quasi-Bayesian estimator in

the system. Region-based and scalar measures provide guidance in determining whether

or not more imagery should be collected to determine position con�dently.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this dissertation, I developed algorithms for inference and estimation based on convex

sets of distributions.

I focused on two case studies: graphical models of inference and visual position esti-

mation. Both projects emphasized the use of convex sets of distributions for robustness

analysis. I developed a number of novel, general results and algorithms that can be

applied to other inference and estimation problems: (1) I incorporated Walley's de�ni-

tion of irrelevance and independence into Quasi-Bayesian theory; (2) I presented linear

fractional programming solutions for calculation of lower and upper expectations; (3) I

derived new algorithms for graphical models associated with natural extensions, type-1

extensions and global neighborhoods; and (4) I developed a new algorithm for position

estimation in open, unstructured environments.

I have implemented these algorithms in real, �elded systems. Until now, practical

applications of convex sets of distributions have been restricted to important but narrow

problems in Robust Statistics; the work reported in this dissertation expanded the

current state-of-the-art in several directions.
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8.1 Contributions

This section summarizes the main accomplishments reported in the dissertation.

8.1.1 Quasi-Bayesian theory

The concept of independence is fundamental in practical inference and estimation prob-

lems, but current theories of convex sets of distributions do not articulate principled

de�nitions of independence. Chapter 2 updated Giron and Rios' Quasi-Bayesian the-

ory by including Walley's de�nitions of irrelevance and independence into the original

theory. The following points are secondary but noteworthy contributions:

1. My derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory demonstrates the equivalence between

Walley's almost-preference axioms and Giron and Rios' axioms.

2. My derivation of Walley's generalized Bayes rule shows how this rule can be derived

from Giron and Rios' axioms of preferences.

Chapter 3 reviewed known algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian inference, both in proba-

bilistic logic and Robust Statistics. In that chapter, I demonstrated how to use linear

fractional programming to:

1. Provide a uni�ed derivation for Lavine's algorithm and the White-Snow algorithm.

A secondary but noteworthy contribution is the demonstration that Lavine's al-

gorithm, despite its popularity, is less e�cient than the White-Snow algorithm.

2. Derive a new, complete solution for calculation of upper posterior expectations

under the assumption that conditional credal sets are separately speci�ed.
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8.1.2 Quasi-Bayesian networks

In Chapter 4, I developed new graphical models of inference based on locally and globally

de�ned convex sets of distributions, called Quasi-Bayesian networks.

Locally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks express: (1) quantitative constraints through

convex sets of conditional distributions; (2) qualitative constraints through irrelevance

and independence relations. My �rst contribution was to demonstrate how to use Wal-

ley's de�nitions of irrelevance and independence to:

1. Represent qualitative constraints on the natural extensions of a Quasi-Bayesian

network.

2. Relate graphical d-separation in a Quasi-Bayesian network with the qualitative

constraints represented by the type-1 extension of the network.

Globally de�ned Quasi-Bayesian networks are obtained by taking neighborhoods of

standard Bayesian networks. I presented the �rst analysis of global neighborhoods in

the context of graphical models.

Algorithms for Quasi-Bayesian networks were presented in Chapter 5. The main

technical contribution of Chapter 5 is the �rst collection of algorithms for inference

with natural extensions. I demonstrated how to use linear fractional programming to

process graphical models with no irrelevance relations. I proved that irrelevance relations

generate linear fractional programs that can be simpli�ed through standard Bayesian

inference in a variety of situations. I also presented an algorithm that constructs natural

extensions under independence constraints. All algorithms are substantiated by new

theoretical results on natural extensions.

I presented a comprehensive review of known algorithms for type-1 extensions, and

added new results for enumeration algorithms (use of Gibbs sampling), gradient-based

methods (closed-form for the gradient and relationship with graph faithfulness), and de-
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terministic global optimization (branch-and-bound algorithm for singly-connected net-

works). The purpose of the analysis was to unify several algorithms currently scattered

through several �elds.

Finally, the global neighborhoods analyzed in this dissertation require the same

computational e�ort as standard Bayesian networks. I employed results from Robust

Statistics to derive algorithms for global neighborhoods.

I tested the algorithms on several networks described in the literature. As a result

of this experience, I developed the JavaBayes system, the �rst publicly available system

for local and global robustness analysis of graphical models.

8.1.3 Quasi-Bayesian visual position estimation

In Chapter 6, I developed the Viper algorithm for position estimation in natural, open

environments. This novel algorithm combines the strengths of scalar and region-based

estimation methods in a principled Quasi-Bayesian method.

To derive a Quasi-Bayesian formulation for the Viper algorithm, I employed an exact

method for calculation of lower and upper posterior envelopes from density bounded

classes. I implemented the method with a grid-based representation that can handle

prior and likelihood credal sets.

Chapter 7 described the implementation of the Viper system and the results obtained

with the Viper algorithm. The practical contributions of the Viper system are:

1. The system stresses a novel approach to remote driving by using position estima-

tion techniques to assist the operator.

2. The system demonstrates the feasibility of accurate and fast position estimation

for lunar and planetary missions.
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Two secondary but noteworthy contributions advance the state-of-the-art in mobile

robot localization, both for indoor and outdoor approaches:

1. The techniques for skyline precomputation and storage show how to fully realize

the proposals in previous work on signal-based position estimation.

2. The grids used in the Viper system to represent position estimates are far larger

than previous work in variants of occupancy grids for localization.

While describing the Viper system, I presented the analysis, implementation and test

of a Quasi-Bayesian estimator that addresses practical concerns in a complex system.

Discussions with this avour are absent from the literature today, as the understanding

of convex sets of distributions is still incipient.

Both systems, JavaBayes and Viper, used the theoretical results developed in this

dissertation, particularly the concepts of irrelevance and independence. The objective

of the theoretical developments was to provide tools for robustness analysis, and this is

the main capability added to Bayesian networks (through the analysis of perturbations

represented by convex sets of distributions) and to visual position estimation (through

the combination of point and region estimates). These applications demonstrate that

a solid theory of convex sets of distribution can address practical problems that would

otherwise have to be solved by ad hoc methods. The de�nitions of independence and the

algorithms for inference with classes of distributions are the most economical solutions

that admit an axiomatic foundation.

8.2 Future work

This work is a step toward a theory of estimation, inference and decision making based

on convex sets of distributions. To accomplish this goal, several additional steps must

be taken.
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First, the algorithms developed in this dissertation must be extended and improved:

� More e�cient algorithms for natural extensions should be tested, using develop-

ments in linear programming (such as column generation methods). In particu-

lar, a more e�cient algorithm for independence relations is required for practi-

cal applications. Iterative algorithms for type-1 extensions, using stochastic and

gradient-based optimization, must be compared. Optimization is a vast area with

many tools and methods; I did not attempt to explore all variants of stochastic,

gradient-based and deterministic global optimization in this dissertation.

� The basic position estimation algorithm should be adapted for other types of per-

turbations. The most important enhancement would be the detection of more

structured features; mountains, ravines and other topographic features are used

by human observers during localization, and should be incorporated into the sys-

tem. A particularly interesting idea is to model structured features with a Quasi-

Bayesian network, and combine inferences from the network with the current es-

timation algorithm.

Second, more e�cient and general algorithms for decision making must be derived.

Results in this dissertation address a few decision situations, and ignore sequential and

group decision making.

Third, the results in this dissertation must be extended to continuous domains.

Important research in continuous variables has been done in Robust Statistics, but only

a few contributions have been made to multivariate or dynamic models.

Fourth, structures that generalize Quasi-Bayesian theory should be considered. For

example, the theoretical and practical consequences of representations with sets of utility

functions should be explored.

Fifth, methods for speci�cation of credal sets must be developed, both for elicitation

of expert opinions and for estimation of credal sets. I have used my own subjective

judgement to construct models in this dissertation: a better methodology is needed.
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At a more practical level, the JavaBayes and Viper systems can be signi�cantly

improved and extended.

The JavaBayes system should have e�cient implementations of inference algorithms

with natural extensions, and the system should be expanded to deal with decision mak-

ing problems.

The Viper system should require even less e�ort from the operator. The current sky-

line detection algorithm relies on human intervention for the most complicated images;

a system that detects and skips clouds would solve this problem. Panorama construc-

tion would be simpli�ed if a larger �eld of view were available; ideally, a camera with

spheric �eld of view would capture the whole skyline in a single shot. Overall, the major

limitation of the system is the need for careful calibration; the inuence of inaccura-

cies in inclinometer and compass measurements must be characterized for a variety of

environments.
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Appendix A

Proofs

A.1 Walley's almost-preference axioms

To prove theorem 1, start with some simple lemmas, which lead to the proof of the main

result.

Lemma 1. If h � 0, then h � h
2
and 0 � �h

2
.

Proof. Use the convex combination axiom with h and �h. First, h
2
+ h

2
� 1

2
0 + h

2
, so

h � h
2 . Second,

h
2 +

�h
2 � 1

20 +
�h
2 , so 0 � �h

2 .

Lemma 2. If f � g then f � g � 0.

Proof. If f � g then f
2 �

g
2 �

g
2 �

g
2 = 0 (from the convex combination axiom), so

f
2 �

g
2 � 0. Because f � g � f

2 �
g
2 (from Lemma 1), then f � g � 0 (by transitivity).

Lemma 3. If f � 0 and g � 0, then f + g � 0.

Proof. The following sequence of conclusions is valid:

0 � �
f

2
; 0 � �

g

2
by Lemma 1,
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g � �
f

2
; f � �

g

2
by transitivity,

g +
f

2
� 0; f +

g

2
� 0 by Lemma 2,

0 � �
g

2
�
f

4
by Lemma 1,

f +
g

2
� �

g

2
�
f

4
by transitivity,

f +
f

4
+
g

2
+
g

2
� 0 by Lemma 2,

5f

4
+ g � 0:

Now use the convex combination axiom with � = 4
5 :

4

5

 
5f

4
+ g

!
+
1

5
g �

4

5
0 +

1

5
g;

which yields f + g � g
5
. Because g

5
� 0 (by convex combination), then f + g � 0 (by

transitivity).

Lemma 4. f � g if and only if f � g � 0. [cancellation]

Proof. One direction is given by Lemma 2. If f � g � 0, then 2f � 2g � 0 (Lemma 3).

Then 2f�2g
2 + 1

22g �
1
20 +

1
22g, so f � g.

Lemma 5. If fi � gi then
P

i fi �
P

i gi.

Proof. By cancellation, fi � gi � 0, and by induction on Lemma 3,
P

i(fi � gi) � 0, soP
i fi �

P
gi � 0. By cancellation,

P
i fi �

P
i gi.

Lemma 6. If f � g, then �f � �g for � > 0 [positive homogeneity].

Proof. For any �0 2 (0; 1], �0f � �0g by convex combination. Now by decomposing

every number � > 0 as � =
P
1 + �0 where 0 � �0 � 1, obtain �f = �0f +

P
f and

�g = �0g +
P
g. So �f � �g by Lemma 5 (if �0 = 0, then the result is immediate

without convex combination).
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Lemma 7. If f + � � g for all � > 0 then f � g [continuity].

Proof. If f + � � g for all � > 0, construct the sequence fi = f + �0
2i
, for �0 > 0,

i = 1; 2; : : :. Then fi � g by hypothesis and fi ! f , so f � g (by convergence).

Lemma 8. If f � g then f � g [monotonicity].

Proof. If f � g, then f + � > g for all � > 0; by the dominance axiom, f + � � g, so

f + � � g for all � > 0. By the continuity theorem, f � g.

The last theorem implies that preference is reexive: f � f .

Theorem 1. Giron and Rios' axioms are equivalent to the following axioms:

1. If f = �1 and g = 0, it is not the case that f � g. [sure gain]

2. If f � g and g � h then f � h. [transitivity]

3. If f � g then f � g. [monotonicity]

4. If f � g and � > 0 then �f � �g. [positive homogeneity]

5. If f + � � g for all � > 0 then f � g. [continuity]

6. f � g if and only if f � g � 0. [cancellation]

Proof. The �rst axiom comes directly from dominance; the second is transitivity. All

others were derived from Giron and Rios' axioms in the previous lemmas.

To obtain Giron and Rios' axioms from the axioms in the theorem, start with the

convex combination axiom. The convex combination axiom follows from the properties

of positive homogeneity. If f � g, then �f � �g and then �f +(1��)h� (1��)h � �g,

so by cancellation �f + (1 � �)h � �g + (1 � �)h (the converse of all implications is

true).
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Dominance comes primarily from monotonicity. If f > g then f � g, then f � g by

monotonicity. If f > g then f � g+  for  = inf jf � gj, so f � g+  by monotonicity.

Suppose g � f ; then g � f and f � g + ; this would imply that g � g +  (by

transitivity) and then 0 �  (by cancellation). Using positive homogeneity, obtain

0 � 1, which conicts with sure gain. Because f � g and not g � f , f � g.

Finally, convergence requires several axioms. Consider a sequence fi ! f . It is

always possible to �nd a large enough n such that jfn � f j < � for all i > n, all � > 0.

This implies that � � jf � fij > 0 and then � � jf � fij � 0 by monotonicity. Because

fi � h � 0, f � (f � fi) � h + � � jf � fij � 0. This implies that f � h + � �

(f � fi)+ jf � fij � 0. Because f �h+� � 0 for all � > 0, f �h � 0 by continuity and

f � h by cancellation. Because g � fi � 0, so g � f � (fi � f) + � � jfi � f j � 0. This

implies that g � f + � � (fi � f) + jfi � f j � 0. Because g � f + � � 0 for all � > 0,

g � f � 0 by continuity and g � f by cancellation.

A.2 Derivation of Quasi-Bayesian theory

This section collects a number of well-known facts about lower expectations and convex

sets of distributions. Some results have been mentioned in the literature without proofs

based on preferences (theorems 10, 11, 12 and 3); others have been published with

di�erent terminology and notation, and are included here for completeness (theorems 2

and 13)

Theorems 4 and 5 (�rst presented in Chapter 2) and Lemma 9 are fundamental

results taken directly from Walley's book [179]; their proofs are omitted.

Theorem 10. Lower expectations have the following properties:

1. E [f ] � inf f .

2. E [�f ] = �E [f ] for � > 0. [positive homogeneity]
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3. E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g]. [super-additivity]

Proof. Because f � inf f , max� [f � �] � inf f by monotonicity. Positive homogeneity

yields: E [�f ] = max�1 [�f � �1] = max��2 [�f � ��2] = �max�2 [f � �2] = �E [f ].

Finally, consider max�[f+g � �]. Because f � E [f ] and g � E [g], f+g � E [f ]+E [g]

(Lemma 5). Then max�[f + g � �] � E [f ] + E [g], so E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g].

Theorem 11. E [f � g] � 0 if and only if f � g.

Proof. If f � g, then f � g � 0 (by cancellation) and E [f � g] � 0 by Expression (2.2).

If E [f � g] � 0, then f � g � 0 by transitivity; then f � g by cancellation.

Theorem 12. Any functional satisfying the properties in theorem 10 generates a pref-

erence pattern (through Expression (2.3)) satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms.

Proof. First notice two facts:

� Suppose f is equal to a constant �. Because E [0] = 0 by positive homogeneity,

0 = E [f + (�f)] � E [f ] + E [�f ], so E [f ] � �E [�f ] � � inf(�f) = sup(f) =

�. Because E [f ] � inf(f) = �, E [f ] = �.

� Suppose f is equal to g+� for a constant �. By superadditivity, E [f ] � E [g] +�

and E [g] � E [f ]� � (because E [��] = ��). Because the last expression yields

E [f ] � E [g] + �, E [f ] = E [g] + �.

The proof of the theorem involves showing that preferences produced through Ex-

pression (2.3) satisfy axioms in theorem 1, provided that properties in theorem 10 are

satis�ed by the functional E.

Sure gain is directly veri�ed as it states that if f = �1 and g = 0, E [�1 � 0] =

�1 � 0.
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Transitivity is directly veri�ed as it states that if E [f � g] � 0 and E [g � h] � 0,

then E [f � h] = E [f � g + g � h] � E [f � g] + E [g � h] � 0.

Positive homogeneity and cancellation are directly satis�ed.

Continuity states that if E [f + �� g] � 0 for all � > 0, then E [f � g] � 0. If

E [f + � � g] � 0 for all � > 0, then E [f + g]� � � 0. Suppose E [f + g] < 0 and pick

�0 = �E [f � g] =2; then E [f � g] � ��0 � 0 and E [f + �0 � g] � 0, contradicting the

hypothesis.

A general result about lower expectations is [179, section 2.5.5]:

Lemma 9 (Walley's coherence condition). A functional E [f ] is a lower expecta-

tion if and only if for all non-negative integers m, n, and all functions fi, g:

sup

0
@ nX
j=1

(fj � E [fj])�m(g �E [g])

1
A � 0:

Theorem 13. A functional E [f ] is a lower expectation if and only if it is represented

by its set K of dominating distributions.

Proof. Suppose a functional E [f ] is represented by K; for every function, E [f ] =

minp2K Ep[f ]. Because every Ep[f ] � inf(f), E [f ] � inf(f). Because Ep[�f ] = �Ep[f ],

E [�f ] � �E [f ]. And because the minimum operator is superadditive (min(f + g) �

minf + ming), E [f + g] � E [f ] + E [g]. So the functional is a lower expectation by

theorem 12.

Suppose a functional is a lower expectation. To prove that it is represented by its

set K of dominating distributions, it is enough to prove that for every function g, there

is a probability distribution in K such that: (1) Ep[g] = E [g], and (2) Ep[f ] � E [f ] for

all other functions f .

To prove this, consider the set Ff with all functions f � E [f ]. For an arbitrary

function g, construct the set Fg = fFf [ (E [g]� g)g.
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For any n � 1 and functions fhign1 , hi 2 Fg, Lemma 9 indicates that sup
�Pn

j=1 hj
�
�

0. This implies that there is an expectation Ep[h] such that Ep[h] � 0 for all functions

in Fg (this is a consequence of the separating hyperplane theorem, as shown by Walley's

separation lemma [179, section 3.3.2]). Now form a distribution pg(�) such that:

� Epg [f � E [f ]] � 0 for all f ; this implies that pg(�) 2 K;

� Epg [E [g]� g] � 0; this implies that Epg [g] = E [g].

This proves that for every g, E [g] = minp2K Ep[g].

Theorem 2. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, there is a

closed and convex set of probability distributions K such that:

f � g , Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for every p 2 K:

Proof. For a preference pattern satisfying Giron and Rios' axioms, a lower expectation

can be de�ned through Expression (2.2). By theorem 13, the set of dominating distri-

butions K represents the lower expectation; this set is closed and convex. If f � g,

then E [f � g] � 0, so Ep[f � g] � 0 for all p(�) 2 K; consequently, Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for

all p(�) 2 K. Conversely, if Ep[f ] � Ep[g] for all p(�) 2 K, then Ep[f � g] � 0 for all

p(�) 2 K; consequently, f � g.

Theorem 3. For a non-null event A, E [f jA] is the only solution of the equation:

E [(f � �) �A] = 0: (A.1)

Proof. The conditional preference f �A g is equivalent to the statement that �Af � �Ag:

fA � gA , �Af + (1 � �A)� � �Ag + (1� �A)� , �Af � �Ag:

As a consequence, �A satis�es all preference axioms for any non-null A such that

E [�A] � 0.
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The de�nition of conditional expectations (Expression (2.5)) leads to:

E [f jA] = max
�

[�Af � �A�] = max
�

[(f � �)�A � 0] :

By theorem 11, max� [(f � �)�A � 0] and max� [E [(f � �)�A] � 0] are equivalent.

For � > �, E [(f � �)�A] � E [(f � �)�A] + (� � �)E [�A]. Because E [�A] > 0, the

function E [(f � �)�A] is strictly decreasing with �; because this function is negative for

� > sup(f) and positive for � < inf(f), the value arg max� [E [(f � �)�A] � 0] is the

only solution of Equation (2.6).

A.3 Type-1 extensions and d-separation

Theorem 6. Every graphical d-separation relation in a Quasi-Bayesian network corre-

sponds to a valid conditional independence relation in the type-1 extension of the net-

work.

Proof. Consider three arbitrary disjoint sets of variables in the network, ~X, ~Y and ~Z,

such that ~X is d-separated from ~Z given ~Y . Take the type-1 extension K( ~X; ~Y ; ~Z)

and obtain, by conditionalization (elementwise application of Bayes rule), the sets

K( ~Xj~Y ; ~Z) and K( ~X j~Y ). Call extK the set of extreme points of K.

Given any function f( ~X) solely of ~X, obtain its lower expectation:

E[f( ~X)j~Y ; ~Z] = min
p2extK( ~Xj~Y ; ~Z)

0
@X

~X

f( ~X)p( ~X j~Y ; ~Z)

1
A :

The minimum is attained at an extreme point of the type-1 extension. Because every

such extreme point satis�es Expression (4.1), p( ~X j~Y ; ~Z) = p( ~X j~Y ) (by d-separation).

The lower expectation becomes:

E[f( ~X)j~Y ; ~Z] = min
p2extK( ~Xj~Y )

0
@X

~X

f( ~X)p( ~Xj~Y )

1
A = E[f( ~X)j~Y ]:
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Because a lower expectation uniquely de�nes a convex set of distributions (Section 2.4.3),

the lower expectation E[f( ~X)j~Y ] uniquely de�nes K( ~Xj~Y ) and the lower expectation

E[f( ~X)j~Y ; ~Z] uniquely de�nes K( ~Xj~Y ; ~Z). Because both lower expectations are equal

for arbitrary f , the underlying credal sets are the same.

This argument guarantees that ~Z is irrelevant to ~X given ~Y ; the same argument

proves that ~X is irrelevant to ~Z given ~Y . So ~X is independent of ~Z given ~Y .

A.4 Proofs for natural extension

Theorem 7 is proved by taking ~W (Xi) = ; in the following theorem.

Theorem 14. Consider a joint distribution that satis�es constraints (5.5), and for ev-

ery node Xi, ~W (Xi) is a subset of nd(Xi) that does not overlap with the parents of Xi.

Then the following constraints are also satis�ed:

jX̂ijX
j=1

ijkp(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k; ~W (Xi)) � i0k: (A.2)

Proof. Consider an arbitrary joint distribution satisfying constraints (5.5). Note that

constraints (5.5) are repeated for each value of (nd(Xi)npa(Xi)).

Denote the set (nd(Xi)nfpa(Xi); ~W (Xi)g) by ~W 0(Xi). Obtain by marginalization

the distribution of ~W 0(Xi), p( ~W 0(Xi)).

Select all constraints that are repetitions of a single original constraint for �xed

[pa(Xi)]k. These constraints are all identical, except that values of ~W (Xi) and ~W 0(Xi)

vary across constraints. Multiply every one of these constraints by the appropriate value

of p( ~W 0(Xi)):

jX̂ijX
j=1

ijkp(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k; ~W (Xi); ~W
0(Xi))p( ~W

0(Xi)) � i0kp( ~W
0(Xi)):
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Add all constraints that refer to a particular value of ~W (Xi):

jX̂ijX
j=1

X
~W 0(Xi)

ijkp(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k; ~W (Xi); ~W
0(Xi))p( ~W

0(Xi)) �
X
~W 0(Xi)

i0kp( ~W
0(Xi)):

Constraints (A.2) follow from the fact that:

X
~W 0(Xi)

i0kp( ~W
0(Xi)) = i0k;

X
~W 0(Xi)

p(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k; ~W (Xi); ~W
0(Xi))p( ~W

0(Xi)) = p(Xi = Xij j[pa(Xi)]k; ~W (Xi)):

Theorem 8. The solution for problem (5.1), subject to linear constraints (5.5) and

(5.4), is identical to the solution for problem

p (XqjE) = max

0
@
P

Xi2( ~SnfXq;Eg)
q0( ~S)p( ~S)P

Xi2( ~SnE)
q0( ~S)p( ~S)

1
A ; (A.3)

subject to: X
~S

p( ~S) = 1; (A.4)

jẐijX
j=1

0
B@ijk X

Zl2( ~SnfZi;nd(Zi)g)

p( ~S)

1
CA� i0k

X
Zl2( ~Snnd(Zi))

p( ~S) � 0; (A.5)

where the function q0 is:

q0( ~S) =
X

Wi2( ~WnfXq;Eg)

0
@ Y
Wi2 ~W

q(Wijpa(Wi))

1
A :

Proof. First note that the linear fractional program in the statement of the theorem is

identical to the following program:

p (XqjE) = max

0
@
P

Xi2( ~XnfXq;Eg)
p( ~X)P

Xi2( ~XnE)
p( ~X)

1
A ; (A.6)
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subject to constraints (A.4), (A.5) and

p( ~X) = q( ~W j ~S)p( ~S); (A.7)

where the function q is:

q( ~W j ~S) =
Y

Wi2 ~W

q(Wijpa(Wi)):

Note that q( ~W j ~S) is the unique joint distribution for ~W given ~S. Uniqueness is

guaranteed by the fact that the variables in ~W form a Bayesian network:

� irrelevance is equal to independence in standard Bayesian networks;

� Theorem 14 guarantees that all irrelevance conditions are valid when restricted to

the network of ~W .

� independence of a variable from its nondescendants given its parents characterizes

a unique Bayesian network [134].

The strategy of the proof is to demonstrate that the linear program expressed by

(A.6) subject to (A.4), (A.5) and (A.7), is identical to program (5.1) subject to (5.5)

and (5.4).

Start from the program (5.1). Uniqueness of q( ~W j ~S) leads to constraints:

p( ~W j ~S) = q( ~W j ~S);

which are equivalent to the constraints summarized by Expression (A.7). Use this

equality in Expressions (5.4) and (5.5).

Expression (A.4) is immediately obtained from Expression (5.4).

Expression (5.5) becomes:

jX̂ijX
j=1

0
B@ijk X

Xl2( ~XnfXi;nd(Xi)g)

q( ~W j ~S)p( ~S)

1
CA� i0k

X
Xl2( ~Xnnd(Xi))

q( ~W j ~S)p( ~S) � 0:
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Divide ~W in two sets of variables; ~W 0 contains variables in ~W that are nondescendants

of Xi, and ~W 00 contains variables in ~W that are descendants of Xi. The inequality above

becomes:

jX̂ijX
j=1

0
B@ijk X

Xl2( ~XnfXi;nd(Xi)g)

q( ~W 00j ~S; ~W 0)q( ~W 0j ~S)p( ~S)

1
CA �

i0k
X

Xl2( ~Xnnd(Xi))

q( ~W 00j ~S; ~W 0)q( ~W 0j ~S)p( ~S) � 0:

The summations involve all variables in ~W 00, so these variables can be summed out.

Variables in ~W 0 are �xed and make no reference to Xi or any of its descendants, so

they can be taken out of the summation and cancelled. These operations reduce the

inequality above to constraint (A.5). The only situation where this cancellation cannot

occur is when a node has no nondescendants; in this case, all other nodes are descendants

of the node and are summed out so the result holds. This proves that program (A.6)

subject to (A.4), (A.5) and (A.7), is identical to program (5.1) subject to (5.5) and

(5.4).

Theorem 9. Consider a Quasi-Bayesian network for variables ~X, and a subset ~S of

nodes forming a directed acyclic graph, with the property that no variable outside of ~S is

the parent of any variable in ~S. Denote the natural extension of ~S, given independence

relations only in ~S, by K 0( ~S). Denote the natural extension of ~X, based on independence

relations for all ~X, by K( ~X). Now, for each joint distribution in K( ~X), obtain a

marginal distribution for ~S; call the set of all such marginal distributions by K( ~S).

Then K 0( ~S) is equal to K( ~S) (i.e., K 0( ~S) is the correct marginal credal set for ~S).

Proof. First note that every distribution in K( ~S) must also be in K 0( ~S), because all

independence constraints required for K 0( ~S) are also required for K( ~S) (Lemma 10).

Second note that every distribution in K 0( ~S) must also be in K( ~S). To prove this,

the strategy is to construct a special joint distribution p( ~X) for each distribution p0( ~S)

in K 0( ~S); the joint distribution p( ~X) must satisfy all independence constraints in K( ~X)

and must have p0( ~S) as its marginal.
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For any p0( ~S), consider the following joint distribution:

p0( ~X) = p0( ~S)

0
B@ Y
Xi2f ~Xn~Sg

p(Xijpa(Xi))

1
CA ; (A.8)

where each distribution p(Xijpa(Xi)) is either the unique conditional distribution as-

sociated with node Xi or an arbitrary distribution from the local credal set associated

with Xi. This distribution has marginal p0( ~S). Lemmas 11, 12 and 13 demonstrate that

the distribution p0( ~X) also satis�es all independence constraints on ~X .

Lemma 10. All independence constraints on K 0( ~S) are also satis�ed by K( ~S).

Proof. From Theorem 14, the constraints enforced by K( ~X) guarantee that, for any

node Xi in ~S, the nondescendants of Xi in ~S are irrelevant to Xi given the parents of

Xi. To prove that, apply Theorem 14 with:

~W (Xi) = (nd(Xi)npa(Xi)) \ ~S:

Conversely, constraints enforced by K( ~S) guarantee that, for any node Xi in ~S, Xi

is irrelevant to its nondescendants in ~S given the parents of Xi. To prove this, start

with the constraints in K( ~X). Consider a group of variables ~S0 where all variables are

nondescendants and non-parents of Xi and belong to ~S. Call ~W 0 the group of variables

that are nondescendants and non-parents ofXi, but do not belong to ~S0. For an arbitrary

function of ~S 0, the following constraints are satis�ed by K( ~X) (by hypothesis):

min
X
~S0; ~W 0

f( ~S 0)p( ~S0; ~W 0jpa(Xi);Xi) = min
X
~S0; ~W 0

f( ~S0)p( ~S0; ~W 0jpa(Xi)):

By summing out ~W 0, obtain the constraints:

min
X
~S0

f 0( ~S0)p( ~S0jpa(Xi);Xi) = min
X
~S0

f( ~S0)p( ~S0jpa(Xi)):

Because f is arbitrary, these are exactly the irrelevance constraints on K( ~S). The

constraints indicate that Xi is irrelevant to the its nondescendants in ~S given the parents

of Xi.
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Lemma 11. The joint distribution (A.8) guarantees that any variable Xi outside of ~S

is independent of all its nondescendants given its parents.

Proof. Call ~W the set of nodes that are not in ~S. Note that the joint distribution (A.8)

de�nes a standard Bayesian network by p( ~W j ~S)p0( ~S). Independence relations for nodes

in ~W are guaranteed by properties of standard Bayesian networks [134], which display

complete correspondence between d-separation and independence.

Lemma 12. The joint distribution (A.8) guarantees that, for any variable Xi in ~S, the

nondescendants of Xi are irrelevant to Xi given the parents of Xi.

Proof. Take an arbitary node Xi in ~S, and an arbitrary function f(Xi). Denote the

nondescendants of Xi outside of ~S by ~W 0. Denote the nondescendants of Xi in ~S by ~S0.

The lower expectation of f given the nondescendants of Xi is:

E [f jnd(Xi)] = min

0
@X

Xi

f(Xi)
p(Xi;nd(Xi))

p(nd(Xi))

1
A

= min

0
@X

Xi

f(Xi)
p( ~W 0j ~S0)p(Xi; ~S0)

p( ~W 0j ~S0)p( ~S0)

1
A

= min

0
@X

Xi

f(Xi)
p(Xi; ~S0)

p( ~S0)

1
A

= min

0
@X

Xi

f(Xi)p(Xij ~S
0)

1
A :

This derivation uses the crucial fact that p( ~W 0j ~S0) = p( ~W 0j ~S0;Xi).

The last expression in this derivation is equal to E [f jpa(Xi)] by hypothesis, because

all independence relations in K 0( ~S) are satis�ed, so E [f jnd(Xi)] = E [f jpa(Xi)] for any

f . This implies the credal set for Xi given its nondescendants must be equal to the

credal set for Xi given its parents.
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Lemma 13. The joint distribution (A.8) guarantees that, for any variable Xi in ~S, Xi

is irrelevant to its nondescendants given the parents of Xi.

Proof. Take an arbitary node Xi in ~S, and an arbitrary function f(nd(Xi)npa(Xi)).

Denote the nondescendants of Xi outside of ~S by ~W 0. Denote the nondescendants of Xi

in ~S by ~S0.

The lower expectation of f given Xi and the parents of Xi is:

E [f jXi;pa(Xi)] = min

0
B@ X
Xl2(f ~W 0; ~S0gnpa(Xi))

f(f ~W 0; ~S0gnpa(Xi))
p( ~W 0; ~S0;Xi)

p(pa(Xi);Xi)

1
CA

= min

0
B@ X
Xl2(f ~W 0; ~S0gnpa(Xi))

f(f ~W 0; ~S0gnpa(Xi))
p( ~W 0j ~S0)p( ~S0;Xi)

p(pa(Xi);Xi)

1
CA :

By grouping terms, the last expression becomes:

E [f jXi;pa(Xi)] = min

0
B@ X
Xl2( ~S0npa(Xi))

f 0( ~S0npa(Xi))
p( ~S0;Xi)

p(pa(Xi);Xi)

1
CA ;

where

f 0( ~S0npa(Xi)) =
X

Xl2( ~W 0npa(Xi))

f(f ~W 0; ~S0gnpa(Xi))p( ~W
0j ~S0):

Because all independence relations inK 0( ~S) are satis�ed, E [f 0jXi;pa(Xi)] = E [f 0jpa(Xi)].

This implies that E [f jXi;pa(Xi)] = E [f jpa(Xi)] for arbitrary f . Consequently, the

credal set for the nondescendants non-parents of Xi, given Xi and its parents, must be

equal to the credal set for the nondescendants non-parents of Xi given the parents of

Xi.
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A.5 NP-hardness of exact inference with type-1 ex-

tensions

The following proof of NP-hardness for type-1 extensions indicates that even if stan-

dard Bayesian network inference were made easy, it would still be possible to construct

examples where selection of vertices in type-1 extensions is hard.

Theorem 15. Quasi-Bayesian inference with type-1 extensions is NP-hard.

Proof. Consider a set of binary variables, and a collection of clauses. Each clause con-

tains at most three variables. The 3SAT problem is the problem of deciding whether

there is a truth assignment for all variables such that all clauses are true. Given a 3SAT

problem, construct the following network. For each variable, create a node without

parents (call it a variable-node). Associate a credal set with each variable-node; all of

these credal sets have extreme distributions (0; 1) and (1; 0). For each clause, create a

node (call it a clause-node). The parents of a clause-node are the variable-nodes present

in the clause. Each clause-node is associated to a single conditional distribution that

implements the clause (it contains only zeros and ones). Now create a logical AND

operation for all clause-nodes. Instead of creating a single node with all clause-nodes as

direct parents, create a chain of nodes, called conjunction-nodes. Each conjunction node

implements a logical AND between two clause-nodes. First create a conjunction-node

with two clause-nodes as parents. Then add a conjunction-node with a di�erent clause-

node and the previous conjunction-node as parents, until there are no more clause-nodes

without children. This is the same construction used by Cooper to prove NP-hardness

of standard Bayesian network inference [31]; he had to generate an auxiliary decision

problem to prove his result. Note that this construction is polynomial on the size of

the original problem. If all clauses can be made true, the upper envelope for the last

conjunction-variable is one; the upper envelope is zero if not all clauses can be made

true. Because 3SAT is NP-complete, Quasi-Bayesian inference with type-1 extensions

is NP-hard.
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Classes of Convex Sets of

Distributions

This appendix describes the classes of convex sets of distributions that are mentioned

in this dissertation. Some classes can best be described by their vertices, some through

linear inequalities; conversion between representations is possible but computationally

expensive [117]. Other classes of distributions can be found in the Robust Statistics

literature; for example, families of unimodal, symmetric, or conjugate distributions, and

various types of neighborhoods and constraints on moments are analyzed by Berger [12].

Most classes presented here are Choquet capacities. The �-contaminated, lower

density bounded and sub-sigma classes are belief function classes (all of those are in-

�nitely monotone capacities). The total variation and the density bounded classes are

2-monotone; the density ratio class is the only credal set that is not even 2-monotone.

I do not employ lower probability models in this dissertation, but several classes of

distributions can be de�ned as lower probability models. Unfortunately, terminology

has not been standardized and is sometimes confusing [42, 140]; the following de�nition

of lower probability is generally adopted as it is closely related to Choquet capacities
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Probability distribution
?

Belief functions
?

2-monotone capacities
?

Lower envelopes
	R

Credal sets Lower probability

Figure B.1: Generalizations of probability.

[51]. A lower/upper probability pair is a pair of set functions v(A) and v(A) such that:

1. v(A) = 1 � v(Ac).

2. v(;) = 0, v(
) = 1,

3. If A \ B = ;, v(A [B) � v(A) + v(B) and v(A [B) � v(A) + v(B).

Note that lower probabilities are not necessarily represented by credal sets. There are

lower probabilities that cannot be attained by any probability distributions [80]; these

lower probabilities are called undominated [51] or incoherent [86].

The diagram in �gure B.1 indicates the relationship among the most important

models discussed in this dissertation. Arrows indicate the superset relation; no arrow

can be reversed (e.g., a lower envelope may not be a belief function).
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B.1 Choquet capacities

A Choquet capacity is a set function with values between 0 and 1, such that the empty

set has value 0 and the union of all sets has value 1 [80]. A Choquet capacity p is

m-alternating if for events fA1; : : : ; Amg:

p (\mi=1Ai) �
X
i

p(Ai)�
X
i6=j

p(Ai [ Aj) + : : :� (�1)n+1p ([mi=1Ai) :

A m-monotone capacity satis�es the same expression, except that the � symbol is

replaced by a � symbol, and all intersections are replaced with unions and vice-versa.

A Choquet capacity that is monotone for all m is called a belief function (Appendix

B.3).

An upper envelope is a 2-alternating Choquet capacity if for arbitrary events A and

B, p(A [B) � p(A) + p(B)� p(A \B). In this case, the corresponding lower envelope

is a 2-monotone Choquet capacity satisfying p(A [B) � p(A) + p(B)� p(A \B).

Any 2-alternating Choquet capacity de�nes a credal set, the set of all distributions p

such that p(A) � p(A) for all events A. Consequently, many credal sets can be classi�ed

as alternating capacities.

A credal set is m-closed if p(A) � p(A), for all events A, implies p(x) belongs to the

credal set [184].

For 2-monotone lower envelopes generated by m-closed credal sets, the Choquet in-

tegrals produce the lower and upper expectations for any function f [179, 3.2.4]:

E [f ] =
Z 1

0
p (f(X) > t) dt�

Z 0

�1
p (f(X) � t) dt;

E [f ] =
Z 1

0
p (f(X) > t) dt�

Z 0

�1
p (f(X) � t) dt:

Suppose f is a bounded function in a discrete domain; assume f has m1 positive values

and m2 negative values. De�ne f
0
i as the ith smallest value of f when f is positive, f 00i
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as the ith largest value of f when f is negative, and f 00 = 0, f 000 = 0. The Choquet

integrals of f are:

E [f ] =
m1�1X
i=0

(f 0i+1 � f 0i)p
�
f(X) > f 0i+1

�
+

m2�1X
i=0

(f 00i+1 � f 00i )p (f(X) � f 00i ) ;

(B.1)

E [f ] =
m�1X
i=0

(f 0i+1 � f 0i)p
�
f(X) > f 0i+1

�
+

m2�1X
i=0

(f 00i+1 � f 00i )p (f(X) � f 00i ) :

Posterior envelopes can be calculated in closed-form for 2-monotone lower envelopes [27,

67, 185]:

p (AjB) =
p (A;B)

p (A;B) + p (Ac; B)
; p (AjB) =

p (A;B)

p (A;B) + p (Ac; B)
: (B.2)

B.2 �-contaminated and lower density bounded classes

An �-contaminated class is characterized by a distribution r and a real number � 2 (0; 1);

it is the set of all distributions p such that:

p(A) = (1� �)r(A) + �q(A); (B.3)

where q is an arbitrary distribution.

For an event A:

p(A) = (1� �)p(A); p(A) = (1 � �)p(A) + �:

For a function f :

E [f ] = (1� �)E[f ] + �min(f); E [f ] = (1 � �)E[f ] + �max(f):

A lower density bounded class is the set of all distributions p that satisfy p � l0 for an

arbitrary non-negative measure l0 such that
P
l0(X) < 1 [17]. Any lower density bounded

class is an �-contaminated class with � = (1�
P
l0(X)) and r(X) = l0(X)=(

P
l0(X)) [76].
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B.3 Belief function class

For a variable X with a set of values X̂ , call X the set of subsets of X̂. A basic mass

assignment is a probability distribution m over X . A belief function is de�ned from a

basic mass assignment as Bel(A) =
P

B�Am(B) [153, 150] for any event A. A belief

function de�nes the convex set of all distributions such that p(A) � Bel(A) for all A

[64, 184]. Belief functions are 2-monotone capacities [67].

To generate the �nitely many vertices of a credal set from a belief function, con-

centrate the non-zero basic mass assignments of the belief function into each one of

their subsets, one at a time [120]. A belief function can also be represented as a set of

inequalities; for each subset A, an inequality of the form p(A) � Bel(A) is valid. The

linearity of these inequalities indicates that bounds on expected values can be obtained

through a linear programming problem.

A basic mass assignment can be extracted from a belief function using the expression

m(A) =
P

B�A(�1)
jA�BjBel(B) (called the M�obius transform [88]).

Lower and upper expectations for a function f can be easily obtained for a belief

function class [184]:

E [f ] =
X
A2X

�
min
X2A

f(X)
�
m(A); E [f ] =

X
A2X

�
max
X2A

f(X)
�
m(A):

An important sub-class of belief functions is the sub-sigma class. Consider a variable

X with values X̂, and a speci�cation of probabilities masses for non-overlapping subsets

of X̂. For example, suppose X has 20 values between zero and one, and one wants

to specify a distribution for X that is precise for the values around 0.5 but rather

imprecise in the tails. One might consider specifying a single probability mass for the

lower 5 values, a single probability mass for the upper 5 values, and probability masses

for each of the 10 intermediate values.

The basic mass assignments of a sub-sigma class can be directly read from the
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speci�cation of the class. Description of a sub-sigma class in terms of equalities is

straightforward: for each subset A of X̂ with assigned positive mass m(A), an equalityP
X2A p(X) = m(A) is valid; for allX, p(X) � 0; and

P
j p(Xj ) = 1. E�cient algorithms

for calculation of lower posterior quantities for sub-sigma classes are available in the

literature [13, 185].

B.4 Density bounded class

A density bounded class is the set of all distributions p that satisfy l0 � p � l00, where l0

and l00 are arbitrary non-negative measures that satisfy
P

j l
0(Xj) � 1 and

P
j l
00(Xj) � 1

[103, 104]. The ALUP class is a density bounded class where all lower and upper bounds

are actually attained by distributions in the class [76].

Lower and upper bounds on probability for an event A are:

p (A) = max

0
@X
X2A

l0(X); 1�
X
X 62A

l00(X)

1
A ; p (A) = min

0
@X
X2A

l00(X); 1 �
X
X 62A

l0(X)

1
A :

(B.4)

Because this class is 2-monotone, and de�nes a potentially large number of vertices, the

Choquet integral is appropriate to obtain expectation bounds.

A useful sub-class of the density bounded class is the constant density bounded class,

de�ned by:

l0 = (1=k)r; l00 = �r;

where � > 1 and r is a probability distribution.

B.5 Total variation class

The total variation class is the set of distributions p that satisfy jp(A)� r(A)j � � for

any event A, where r is a given probability distribution and � 2 (0; 1). A �nite number
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of inequalities is generated this way [182].

Lower and upper bounds on probability for an event A are:

p (A) = max(p(A)� �; 0) ; p (A) = min (p(A) + �; 1) : (B.5)

Again, because this class is 2-monotone and de�nes a potentially large number of ver-

tices, the Choquet integral is appropriate to obtain expectation bounds.

B.6 Density ratio class

A density ratio class consists of distributions p that satisfy for any events A and B [41]:

l0(A)

l00(B)
�

p(A)

p(B)
�

l00(A)

l0(B)
;

where l0 and l00 are arbitrary positive measures such that l0 � l00. The class is de�ned

by �nitely many inequalities; each pair of inequalities de�nes an interval of probability

odds (ratio between the probability of two events).

An equivalent formulation for this class is the set of distributions such that:

l0(A) � �p(A) � l00(A);

for some � > 0. The de�nition �xes the shape boundaries of the class, but leaves

unspeci�ed the particular values that can be taken by distributions; to obtain these

values, normalize the elements of the class. To obtain the distributions in the class,

draw two graphs, one for l0 and one for l00; all functions between these graphs are in the

density ratio class after normalization.

Bounds on posterior probability for an event A are [41]:

p (A) =
l0(A)

l0(A) + l00(Ac)
; p (A) =

l00(A)

l00(A) + l0(Ac)
: (B.6)
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For an arbitrary function f , the lower expectation is the solution of the non-linear

equation in � [41]:

X
j

(l00(Xj)max(f(Xj)� �; 0)) +
X
j

(l0(Xj)min(f(Xj)� �; 0)) = 0; (B.7)

and the upper expectation is the solution of the non-linear equation in �:

X
j

(l0(Xj)max(f(Xj)� �; 0)) +
X
j

(l00(Xj)min(f(Xj)� �; 0)) = 0; (B.8)

A bracketing algorithm can be constructed for the lower and upper expectations because

these equations have unique roots in the interval between the smallest and largest values

of f(Xq).

A useful sub-class of the density ratio class is the constant density ratio class, de�ned

as the set of all distributions p such that, for any events A and B, satisfy p(A)=p(B) �

�2r(A)=r(B) for a given distribution r(A).

The density ratio and density bounded classes are closely related; a density ratio

class is the union of all density bounded classes given by �l0 and �l00, for all � 2

[1=(
P

j l
00(Xj)); 1=(

P
j l
0(Xj))] [183].
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The QEM Algorithm

In this appendix I show how the original Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [40]

can be extended to a Quasi-Bayesian Expectation-Maximization (QEM) algorithm with

the same convergence properties. The QEM algorithm assumes the CCM transform is

applied, and every transparent variable Z 0
i is a random variable with distribution �ij

(where
P

j �ij = 1 and all �ij are non-negative). � is the collection of all �ij.

To solve the robust inference problem, it is necessary to maximize the posterior

log-likelihood for �:

L(�) = log
p(Xq; E)

p(E)
= log p(Xq; E)� log p(E):

QEM is an iterative algorithm which obtains a new estimate �k+1 from the previous

estimate �k; an initial estimate �0 is assumed for �.

The �rst step of the QEM algorithm is to obtain the expected value of the log-

likelihood given the evidence and assuming �k is correct:

Q(�j�k) = Ep [log (p(Xq; E))� log (p(E))]

=
X
ijk

p(Xi;pa(Xi)jXq; E) log �ijk �
X
ijk

p(Xi;pa(Xi)jE) log �ijk:
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The second step of the QEM algorithm is to maximizeQ(�j�k) for �. In the robust

inference problem, only a few terms in the expression for Q(�j�k) are free, because only

the �ij for transparent variables Z 0
i are estimated. Collecting these terms:X

ij

p(Z 0
i = Z 0

ij jXq; E) log �ij �
X
ij

p(Z 0
i = Z 0

ij jE) log �ij: (C.1)

To perform maximization, use gradient descent with �k as a starting point and ensure

that at the end of the process we have Q(�k+1j�k) > Q(�kj�k). The gradient can be

obtained through standard Bayesian network algorithms. Now set �k+1 to the maximiz-

ing value and go to the next iteration. The following theorem provides the justi�cation

for the QEM algorithm:1

Theorem 16. The QEM algorithm produces a sequence that converges globally to a

stationary point of L(�).

Proof. The following calculations are necessary:

H(�0j�) = �
X

x62fXq;Eg

log

 
p(X;XqjE;�0)

p(XqjE;�0)

!
p(XjXq; E;�)

Q(�0j�) =
X

X 62fXq;Eg

log p(X;Xq jX;�
0)p(XjXq; E;�):

Consequently:

L(�0) = Q(�0j�) +H(�0j�)

and (by [40, Lemma 1]):

H(�k+1j�k) �H(�kj�k):

Because by construction Q(�k+1j�k) > Q(�kj�k), obtain:

L(�k+1) = Q(�k+1j�k) +H(�k+1j�k)

> Q(�kj�k) +H(�kj�k) = L(�k):

The algorithm produces a monotonically increasing and bounded sequence, so the se-

quence converges to a stationary point of L(�).

1I have previously stated (incorrectly) [34] that the QEM algorithm converges to a local maximum;

in fact, saddle points may be reached through the algorithm.
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Expected Value Through Sampling

When a global neighborhood is de�ned for a base network, the computation of robust

inferences requires the use of standard Bayesian inferences in the base network. Queries

with too many variables may be impractical; a sampling method proposed byWasserman

and Kadane [183] is adequate for these situations.

The objective of the sampling method is to calculate bounds on the expectation for

a function f based on a sample from the base network. The expressions below assume

that N samples are obtained from the base distribution p( ~X) with �xed evidence E.

In these expressions, X 0
j indicates a sample and f(l) is the lth value of f(X 0

j ) as the N

values are ordered from smallest to largest.

For the constant density ratio class, the following expression converges to the upper

expectation of f :

max
j

 
1

1 + (1 � (j=N))(k � 1)

 
(k � 1)Zj

N
+
Z0

N

!!
;

where

Z0 =
X
j

f(X 0
j); Zj =

X
l�j

f(l):

For the constant density bounded class, the following expression converges to the
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upper expectation of f :

(1=k)
Z1

N
+ k

Z2

N
; where Z1 =

(nk=(k+1))X
l=1

f(l); Z2 =
NX

l=(nk=(k+1))+1

f(l):

For the total variation class, the following expression converges to the upper expec-

tation of f :

�maxf +
Z0

N
; where Z0 =

NX
l=�N

f(l):
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Bucket elimination in JavaBayes

The basic algorithm in JavaBayes is adapted from Zhang and Poole [193] and extended

to handle maximizations and expectations as suggested by Dechter [38].

The �rst step is to incorporate the evidence E into the network. For example,

evidence E = fX2 = 3g transforms p(X1;X2;X3) into a function of X1 and X3 only.

Second, select an ordering for the set ~X = fX1; : : : ;Xng. Call Yi the ith variable

in this ordering. Two types of restrictions must be respected by this ordering. If the

objective is to maximize posterior probability or posterior expectation, then the decision

variables must come last. If not, then Xq comes last. The ordering is arbitrary (except

for the conditions imposed above), but di�erent orderings lead to di�erent computational

loads. JavaBayes uses a minimum weight heuristic to produce an e�cient ordering [89].

Third, construct a set of functions F containing all probability distributions in the

network. If a utility function f(Xq) is speci�ed, then include f into F .

The idea of the algorithm is to multiply the members of F in the sequence given

by the ordering, while attempting to eliminate variables as soon as possible so that

the resulting products are always manageable. Variables are eliminated by summation
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APPENDIX E. BUCKET ELIMINATION IN JAVABAYES

or maximization depending on the problem. To do so, repeat the following for all the

variables Yi that are not in fXq; Eg:

1. Construct a list bi of all functions in F containing Yi; these functions are removed

from F . This list bi is called a bucket. The variable Yi is called the bucket variable

for bucket Bi. All other variables in the bucket are indicated by ~Wi.

2. Multiply all distributions in the bucket and obtain a joint function bi(Yi; ~Wi).

3. Either sum out or maximize out Yi from bi(Yi; ~Wi). The result is a function bi( ~Wi)

which is then included into F .

To sum Yi out from a function b(Yi; ~Wi), evaluate bi( ~Wi) =
P

Yi bi(Yi;
~Wi). To max-

imize Yi out from a function bi(Yi; ~Wi), evaluate bi( ~Wi) = maxYi bi(Yi; ~Wi). When a

bucket function bi(Yi; ~Wi) is maximized, a second function ci( ~Wi) is constructed which

indicates the value of Yi that maximizes bi(Yi; ~Wi). The function c( ~Wi) is used to gen-

erate best con�gurations if required.

There are several cases to consider after the buckets are processed.

� Suppose that a utility function f(Xq) was included into F . If expected utility was

maximized, then select the value of Y �
n that maximizes bn(Yn), and the maximum

expected utility is bn(Y
�
n ). To recover the values that maximize utility, start with

Yn = Y �
n . Then pick Y �

n�1 = c(Y �
n ); then Y �

n�2 = c(Y �
n ; Y

�
n�1) and so on, for

all decision variables. If instead the objective is simply to calculate posterior

expected utility, then multiply together the functions in bn(Xq) and obtain Ep[f ] =P
Yn

Q
bn(Yn).

� Suppose that no utility function is used. Maximization of posterior probability

is handled just as maximization of expected utility. If instead the objective is to

calculate the posterior marginal p(Xq), multiply together the functions for bn(Xq);

the posterior marginal for Xq is obtained by normalizing the resulting function.
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